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Abstract This paper investigates specifying and solving linear time-dependent con-
straints with an interval temporal logic programming language MSVL. To this end,
linear constraint statements involving linear equality and non-strict inequality are
first defined. Further, the time-dependent relations in the constraints are specified by
temporal operators, such as ©, -©,prj, ; ,�. Thus, linear time-dependent constraints
can be smoothly incorporated into MSVL. Moreover, to solve the linear constraints
within MSVL by means of reduction, the operational semantics for linear constraints
is given. In particular, semantic equivalence rules and transition rules within a state
are presented, which enable us to reduce linear equations, inequalities and optimiza-
tion problems in a convenient way. Besides, the operational semantics is proved to be
sound. Finally, a production scheduling application is provided to illustrate how our
approach works in practice.

Keywords Linear time-dependent constraints · Temporal logic · MSVL ·
Operational semantics

1 Introduction

In many real-life applications, such as AI planning, graph coloring, combina-
torial problems, satisfiability problems, operational research, hardware/software
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partitioning in embedded systems and computer vision etc., constraints are ubiquitous
in various forms. For instance, in an airplane scheduling, the number of airplanes and
the total or consecutive hours for which a plane can work are imposed as constraints.
A constraint is a relation defined over some subsets of the original set of variables and
limits the combinations of values that the variables in this subset can take. Subject
to these constraints, one expects to obtain a feasible, even an optimal solution. Such
problems can be considered as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) (Brailsford
et al. 1999). In general, solving CSP is NP-complete (Luca Bordeaux and Zhang
2006). According to whether involving time information or temporal order, con-
straints can be categorized into two classes: time-dependent and time-independent
constraints. Time-dependent constraints have gained more and more recognition due
to their wide pervasion and crucial importance in practical fields, like scheduling, re-
active systems, safety-critical systems, concurrent systems etc. Roughly, the existing
methods concerning time-dependent constraints fall into three major groups: Tem-
poral Constraint Network (TCN) (Allen 1983), Temporal Constraint Logic Program-
ming (TCLP) (Frühwirth 1994) and Temporal Concurrent Constraint Programming
(TCCP) (Saraswat et al. 1994).

TCN originates from Allen’s Interval Algebra (Allen 1983) and can be regarded
as a quantifier-free first order logic. In a TCN, temporal entities are denoted by vari-
ables while temporal relations between variables are represented by predicates, i.e.
constraints. Different TCNs are defined depending on different domains of variables,
which can be a set of either time points (integer or rational numbers), intervals (or-
dered pairs of time points), or durations, and different classes of constraints, namely
qualitative, metric or both. Conventionally, quantitative (i.e. metric) relations are nu-
meric time differences between variables whereas qualitative relations signify sym-
bolic relative positions between variables. Most of work using this method only can
deal with binary constraints and merely permits a restricted form of disjunction.

TCLP is a temporal extension of Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) (Henten-
ryck 1989; Jaffar and Lassez 1987), which can be viewed as embedding temporal
information into CLP by introducing temporal operators, special relations as well as
functions. Typically, TCLP languages inherit many traits in CLP, such as declarative
programming style, Horn clauses, Prolog-like syntax etc. The implementation of a
TCLP language is firstly to translate it into a first order (FO) language, Horn clauses
commonly, and then to execute the translated FO language within a standard CLP
language. However, this sort of language can only cope with simple causal relations
and fails to treat some complex temporal relationships. For example, the constraint

x + 1 is greater than or equal to y at the next state, which always holds between
the 15th and 20th seconds and after that x + 1 is less than or equal to y

(∗)
cannot be handled in TCLP. Besides, it does not follow the temporal order naturally
and at times may suffer from the complex resulting constraint theory in CLP, which
is difficult and inefficient to implement.

As a process calculus, TCCP enriches Concurrent Constraint Programming (CCP)
(Saraswat 1989) with timed constructs, such as delay and time-out operations etc.
Processes in TCCP can be treated as either algebraic terms in a process calculus,
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or temporal formulas in a (subset of) temporal logic, generally linear-time tempo-
ral logic (LTL) (Manna and Pnueli 1992). In TCCP, time is conceptually divided
into discrete intervals and during each time interval, the information is accumulated
monotonically. Concurrent processes can communicate synchronously by sharing a
store (i.e. state), which is specified by a set of constraints. Note that most of TCCP
languages just concern constraint entailment but not constraint solving due to the
definition of the state. TCCP calculi limit expressive power and cannot describe the
constraint (∗) mentioned above.

Inspired by these formalisms, in this paper we propose a different approach to
specify and solve time-dependent constraints with the features of powerful expres-
siveness, feasibility and convenience. For ease of discussion, we restrict our atten-
tion to linear time-dependent constraints, which merely confine the arithmetic op-
erations on constraints to be linear but not the time-dependent relations among the
constraints. E.g., x + y = 6 || x − z = 5 (parallel) is one constraint we consider,
but x2 + y = 6 || x − z = 5 is not. This implies linear time-independent constraints
can be dealt as well. MSVL (Duan 2006) is an interval temporal logic programming
language based on Projection Temporal Logic (PTL) (Duan 1996), which is used
for modeling, simulation and verification of reactive and concurrent systems. Ow-
ing to the introduction of various temporal operators, MSVL can express multiple
intricate temporal relations, such as sequence, concurrency, non-determinacy, non-
termination etc. Meanwhile, it is executable and realizable, for which the interpreter
has been developed (Ma et al. 2007). As a logic programming language, it also has
certain characteristics in common with imperative programming, like the conditional
construct, the repetitive construct, which enables us to utilize it just as C, C++ in a
flexible manner. MSVL has been employed for specification and verification in many
realistic applications, such as hardware and software (Duan and Tian 2008), com-
municating protocols (Duan and Yang 2010), web services (Lei and Duan 2007) and
many-core parallel computing (Zhang et al. 2012) etc. Hence, it is a natural way to
specify and solve time-dependent constraints in the framework of MSVL. However,
with MSVL, constraints are not available for us at present. Therefore, we are moti-
vated to extend MSVL with linear constraints and give the operational semantics to
capture the computation in a rigorous way.

The augments of linear constraints substantially enlarge the applicability of MSVL
as well as supply a short development time and a competitive efficiency. Thus, new
application areas, including combinatorial optimization problems, can currently be
handled by MSVL. Furthermore, linear constraints are neatly mixed into imperative
and temporal programming in a unified language MSVL, which further brings in the
elegant combination of constraint solving, non-determinacy, concurrency, autonomy,
synchronization and non-termination.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We define the linear constraint statements within MSVL (Sect. 4), involving linear
equality le1 = le2, positive immediate equality c ∗ x ⇐ le, non-strict inequalities
le1 ≤ (≥)le2 and some abbreviations, where le, le1 and le2 are linear expressions.
Particularly, the maximum objective function in a linear optimization problem is
formulated as c ∗ max ⇐ le1 with the special variable max in the left side, where
c is a constant. Further, time-independent relations in the constraints are specified
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with state statements which are often conjunct with the unit length statement skip
or termination statement ε while time-dependent relations are expressed by tempo-
ral operators, such as ©, -©,prj, ;. Therefore, linear constraints can be formalized
within MSVL.

• To solve linear constraints within MSVL by means of reduction and carry out the
verification and analysis of MSVL programs with linear constraints in a formal
manner, we give the operational semantics for linear constraints (Sect. 5). Based
on the basic operational semantics of MSVL presented in Yang and Duan (2008),
the operational semantics here consists of semantic equivalence rules and transi-
tion rules within a state. Semantic equivalence rules are concerned with algebraic
properties regarding linear expressions and constraint statements, as well as ensure
that any well-formed linear constraint statements can be reduced into its normal
form. Transition rules within a state are provided not only for dealing with con-
current assignments and obtaining a solution from linear constraints, but also for
capturing the minimal model.

• We prove the soundness of the operational rules for linear constraints (Sect. 6).
In particular, semantic equivalence rules are demonstrated to be sound by their
satisfiability in model theory while transition rules within a state are sound by both
their correct functions and accordance with the minimal model semantics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The work related to time-dependent
constraints is reviewed in Sect. 2. Section 3 briefly introduces the underlying logic
PTL as well as the syntax and the semantics of MSVL. Section 4 is devoted to defin-
ing linear constraint statements. Further, the operational semantics for linear con-
straints is presented in Sect. 5 and its soundness is proved in Sect. 6. Section 7 pro-
vides a production scheduling application to illustrate how to use MSVL with linear
constraints in practice. Finally, Sect. 8 concludes our work.

2 Related work

As a formalism for specification and verification of reactive and concurrent sys-
tems, Temporal Logic (TL) (Manna and Pnueli 1992) is very suitable for describ-
ing and reasoning about time and temporal order. Since TL has thrived better and
better, many executable Temporal Logic Programming (TLP) languages with imper-
ative characteristic have been developed, such as XYZ/E (Tang 1983), TLA (Lam-
port 1994), TOKIO (Fujita et al. 1986), METATEM (Barringer et al. 1990), Tem-
pura (Moszkowski 1986) and MSVL. To the best of our knowledge, currently these
languages merely have simple assignment statements and cannot specify linear con-
straints as statements, let alone solve. For instance, in Tempura, x + y = (≤)4 is
illegal as a program. Our means embeds constraints into MSVL to expand the ap-
plied range of such TLP languages. We believe that this technique can be generalized
into other TLP languages without making great efforts.

An increasing attention has been paid on time-dependent constraints over the
past years. Most notable approaches in TCN are Interval Algebra (IA) (Allen 1983),
Point Algebra (PA) (Vilain and Kautz 1986) and the metric network in Dechter et al.
(1991). Within IA, a temporal representation is defined over time intervals and the
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13 binary relations between intervals, which can be manipulated by 3 operations.
IA is able to express qualitative temporal relations, but cannot describe quantita-
tive information and merely allows disjunction between two variables. As a subset
of IA, PA is formalized on time points and brought forward for the sake of sim-
plicity and tractability. However, it suffers from less expressiveness—there are three
basic types of constraints between points, namely <,= and >, and only qualita-
tive information is considered. Aiming at handling quantitative constraints, a metric
network on the basis of time points was proposed in Dechter et al. (1991). Nev-
ertheless, it is weaker than IA in expressiveness. Sequently, based upon these for-
malisms, plentiful methods have emerged. Particularly, a few of work (Meiri 1996;
Mouhoub and Sukpan 2012) takes both qualitative and quantitative relations into con-
sideration and supplies a variety of techniques to manage them.

Multifarious approaches belonging to TCLP have flourished. Hrycej (1988) pre-
sented Temporal Prolog, which models time-dependent properties using a first order
reified temporal logic and additional time parameters. However, its expressiveness is
restricted. Brzoska (1998) came up with a MTL language based on a metric temporal
logic, which subsumes Temporal Prolog. The language is carried out through adding
an extra argument to each predicate and specifying temporal relations with equations
and inequalities among these arguments as well as temporal operators. Due to the
translation to CLP, the resulting constraint theory is very complex and the treatment
of some constructs even goes beyond a standard CLP implementation. In Frühwirth
(1994, 1996), a language called TACLP was given, which integrates generalized an-
notated logic programming and CLP. In TACLP, constraints viewed as first order
formulas can be labeled with annotations representing temporal information. By this
means, it makes time explicit and can avoid the proliferation of variables and quanti-
fiers as encountered in first order logic. Nevertheless, limited temporal relations can
be expressed in TACLP since formulas with nested temporal operators in temporal
logic cannot be equivalently represented in TACLP. On the basis of it, Mutaclp lan-
guage incorporating different temporal information in multiple theories was put for-
ward in Baldan et al. (2002), which inherits most of the merits and shortcomings of
TACLP. The method shown in Analyti and Pachoulakis (2012) merges time informa-
tion into logic programs in a quantified way by arithmetic operations and relational
comparisons between temporal variables. Although it supports some time-dependent
constraints which cannot be described in TACLP, its expressiveness is still not enough
as some constraints in TACLP cannot be specified in it.

The extensive researches about TCCP have bloomed since Saraswat et al.’s work
in 1994, which gave a TCCP model named tcc to model timed systems through neatly
combining CCP with a synchronous language (Berry and Gonthier 1992). In general,
tcc allows processes to be ‘clocked’ by other processes, thus permitting meaningful
weak pre-emption constructs. Nevertheless, tcc can only treat deterministic compu-
tations. As a sequent, Default tcc (Saraswat et al. 1996) extends tcc model with the
strong pre-emption, i.e. the time-out operations can trigger activity in the current
time interval or at the next time interval. Based upon it, Gupta et al. (1998) modi-
fied Default tcc and made processes evolve continuously as well as discretely. After
that, Nielsen et al. (2002) developed a calculus ntcc which captures the temporal
non-deterministic and asynchronous behaviors by guarded-choice and an unbounded
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finite-delay operator respectively. As an extension of ntcc, rtcc was advanced in Sar-
ria and Rueda (2008) for supporting resources, limited time and true concurrency to
express real-time and reactive behaviors. Whereafter, Sarria (2010) improved rtcc by
adding constructs for delay declaration, which facilitates modeling real-time systems
more precisely.

The primary difference between our work and the three techniques aforementioned
lies in the underlying paradigms. Our approach is better suited to deal with time-
dependent constraints since more complex temporal relations can be specified, such
as non-binary constraints, various disjunctions etc, and the temporal order can be cap-
tured easily. The constraint (∗) which cannot be described by TCLP and TCCP, can
be modeled as len(15);�(©(x + 1 ≥ y))∧ len(5); (x + 1 ≤ y) in MSVL with linear
constraints. (These symbols will be explained later.) Furthermore, one common ad-
vantage over the three methods rests in that our means can handle linear optimization
problems whereas theirs cannot. More attractively, we can do modeling, simulation
and verification in a uniform framework with MSVL, which will avoid the time con-
suming and complicated transformations between different notations.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Projection temporal logic

Our underlying logic is Projection Temporal Logic (PTL) (Duan 1996, 2006), which
is an extension of Interval Temporal Logic (ITL) (Moszkowski 1986) with infinite
models and a new projection construct (Duan et al. 1994).

3.1.1 Syntax

Let Prop be a countable set of atomic propositions and V a countable set of variables.
B = {true, false} represents the boolean domain while D denotes all data domain
needed by us including integers, rational numbers, lists, sets, etc. The terms e and
formulas p of PTL are presented by the following grammar:

e ::= c | v | © e | -©e | f (e1, . . . , em)

p ::= π | e1 = e2| F(e1, . . . , en) | ¬p | p1 ∧ p2 | ∃v : p | © p |
(p1, . . . , pm) prj q | p+

where c ∈ D is a constant, v ∈ V , π ∈ Prop, f stands for a function, F indicates a
predicate and p,p1, . . . , pm,q are well-formed PTL formulas. A formula (term) is
called a state formula (term) if it does not contain any temporal operators, namely,
next (©), previous ( -©), projection (prj), chop-plus (+); otherwise it is a temporal
formula (term). We assume the variables are partitioned into static and dynamic vari-
ables. A static variable remains the same over an interval whereas a dynamic variable
can have different values at different states. A formula (or term) is called static if it
does not refer to any dynamic variables; otherwise, it is dynamic.
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3.1.2 Semantics

We define a state s over V ∪ Prop to be a pair of assignments (Ivar, Iprop) where
s[v] = Ivar[v] for each variable v ∈ V and s[π] = Iprop[π] for each proposition

π ∈ Prop. Here Ivar[v] assigns v a value within a data domain D′ def= D ∪ nil with
the appropriate type, in which nil means undefined, while Iprop[π] sets π a truth
value in B . An interval σ = 〈s0, s1, . . .〉 is a non-empty sequence of states, which
can be finite or infinite. The length of σ , |σ |, is the number of states in σ minus one
if σ is finite; otherwise it is ω. To have a uniform notation for both finite and infi-
nite intervals, we will use extended integers as indices, that is, Nω = N0 ∪ {ω} and
extend the comparison operators, =,<,≤, to Nω by considering ω = ω and for all
i ∈ N0, i < ω. Moreover, we write � as ≤−{(ω,ω)}.

To define the semantics of the projection construct, we need an auxiliary opera-
tor ↓. Let σ = 〈s0, s1, . . .〉 be an interval and r1, . . . , rh be integers (h ≥ 1) such that
0 ≤ r1 ≤ · · · ≤ rh � |σ |. The projection of σ onto r1, . . . , rh is the projected inter-

val, σ ↓ (r1, . . . , rh)
def= 〈st1 , st2, . . . , stl 〉, where t1, . . . , tl are attained from r1, . . . , rh

by deleting all duplicates. In other words, t1, . . . , tl is the longest strictly increasing
subsequence of r1, . . . , rh. For instance, 〈s0, s1, s2, s3〉 ↓ (0,2,2,2,3)= 〈s0, s2, s3〉.

The concatenation(·) of an interval σ with another interval σ ′ is represented by
σ · σ ′ (not sharing any states) and formalized as follows:

σ · σ ′ =
⎧
⎨

⎩

σ if |σ | = ω or σ ′ = ε

σ ′ if σ = ε

〈s0, . . . , si , si+1, . . .〉 if σ = 〈s0, . . . , si〉 and σ ′ = 〈si+1, . . .〉
To evaluate the existential quantification, an equivalence relation is required. For

a variable x, we can write σ ′ x= σ if σ ′ is an interval that is the same as σ except that
different values can be assigned to x.

An interpretation for a PTL term or formula is a tuple I = (σ, i, k, j), where
σ = 〈s0, s1, . . .〉 is an interval, i and k are non-negative integers, and j is an integer or
ω, such that i ≤ k � j ≤ |σ |. We write (σ, i, k, j) to mean that a term or formula is
interpreted over a subinterval σi,...,j with the current state being sk . We use I k

var and
I k

prop to denote the state interpretation at state sk . At each state sk , the pair x : c means

I k
var[x] = c, where x ∈ V , c ∈ D. Each m-place function symbol f has an interpre-

tation I[f ] which is a function mapping m elements in D′m to a single value in D′.
Interpretations of predicate symbols I[F ] are similar but map to truth values. We as-
sume that I interprets operators such as +,−,∗, / and <,>,≤,≥,= etc. standardly.
The evaluation of e relative to I = (σ, i, k, j) is defined as I[e] shown in Fig. 1 while
the satisfaction relation |= for formulas is given in Fig. 2.

A formula p is satisfied by an interval σ , signified by σ |= p if (σ,0,0, |σ |) |= p.
A formula p is called satisfiable if σ |= p for some σ . Furthermore, p is said to be
valid, denoted by |= p, if σ |= p for all intervals σ .

3.1.3 Derived formulas

Some derived formulas from elementary PTL formulas are formalized below for the
sake of convenience. The abbreviations true, false,∨,→ and ↔ are defined as usual.
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I[c] = c ∈D

I[v] = sk[v] = Ik
var[v]

I[f (e1, . . . , em] =
{

I[f ](I[e1], . . . , I[em]) if I[eh] �= nil for all 1 ≤ h≤m

nil otherwise

I[©e] =
{

(σ, i, k + 1, j)[e] if k < j

nil otherwise

I[ -©e] =
{

(σ, i, k − 1, j)[e] if i < k

nil otherwise

Fig. 1 Interpretation of PTL terms

I |= π iff sk[π ] = Ik
prop[π ] = true

I |= F(e1, . . . , en) iff I[F ](I[e1], . . . , I[en])= true, and I[eh] �= nil for all 1 ≤ h ≤ n

I |= e1 = e2 iff I[e1] = I[e2]
I |= ¬p iff I �|= p

I |= p ∧ q iff I |= p and I |= q

I |=©p iff k < j and (σ, i, k + 1, j) |= p

I |= ∃v : p iff (σ ′, i, k, j) |= p for some σ ′ x= σ

I |= (p1, . . . , pm)prjq iff there exist integers r0, . . . , rm and k = r0 ≤ · · · ≤ rm−1 � rm ≤ j

such that (σ, i, r0, r1) |= p1 and (σ, rl−1, rl−1, rl) |= pl for all
1 < l ≤m and (σ ′,0,0, |σ ′|) |= q for σ ′ given by:
(1) rm < j and σ ′ = σ ↓ (r0, . . . , rm) · σ(rm+1,...,j)

(2) rm = j and σ ′ = σ ↓ (r0, . . . , rh) for some 0 ≤ h ≤m

I |= p+ iff there are finitely many integers r0, . . . , rn and k = r0 ≤ r1 ≤ · · ·
≤ rn−1 � rn = j (n≥ 1) such that (σ, i, r0, r1) |= p and
(σ, rl−1, rl−1, rl) |= p for all 1 < l ≤ n; or j = ω and there are
infinitely many integers k = r0 ≤ r1 ≤ r2 ≤ · · · such that
limi→∞ ri = ω and (σ, i, r0, r1) |= p and for all l > 1,

(σ, rl−1, rl−1, rl) |= p.

Fig. 2 Interpretation of PTL formulas

Other abbreviations are explained in Duan (1996, 2006).

ε
def= ¬© true len(n)

def=
{

ε if n = 0
©len(n− 1) if n > 1

p∗ def= p+ ∨ ε ♦p
def= (true,p)prj ε

more
def= ¬ ε if b then p else q

def= (b → p)∧ (¬b → q)

�p
def= ¬ ♦¬ p halt(p)

def= �(ε ↔ p)

fin(p)
def= �(ε → p) keep(p)

def= �(¬ε → p)

p;q
def= (p, q)prj ε e1 � e2

def= �(e1 = e2)
⊙

p
def= ε ∨©p while b do p

def= (p ∧ b)∗ ∧�(ε →¬b)

skip
def= len(1) p ‖ q

def= (p ∧ (q; true))∨ (q ∧ (p; true))
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In order to avoid an excessive number of parentheses, suppose we have the fol-
lowing precedence: where 1 = highest and 7 = lowest.

1 ¬ 2 ©,�, -©,+,∗ 3 ∃ 4 =
5 ∧,∨, || 6 →,↔ 7 ; ,prj

Sometimes, |= �(p ↔ q) is represented by p ≡ q (strong equivalent), meaning
that p and q have the same truth at all states in every model.

3.1.4 Replacement

To reduce a formula, we often utilize the replacement of terms for terms or variables
and formulas for formulas.

Definition 1 Let τ be a formula or term

– If t is a term in τ , t ′ is a term and t � t ′, then τ [t ← t ′] denotes the result of
replacing some occurrences of t with t ′ in τ .

– If g is a sub-formula in τ , f is a formula and g ≡ f , then τ [g ← f ] denotes the
result of replacing some occurrences of g with f in τ .

Both τ [t ← t ′] and τ [g ← f ] are called replacement.

In the following, τ(t) (or τ(g)) means that the term t (or the formula g) appears
in τ at least for once. The replacement is requested to be compatible or admissible.

Definition 2 The replacement τ [t ← t ′] is called compatible if either t and t ′ are
static or t is dynamic. It is called admissible for τ(t) if it is compatible and none of
the variables appearing in t ′ is quantified in τ . We also say that t ′ is admissible for t

in τ(t) and write τ(t ′) to represent τ [t ← t ′].

The definition is similar for τ [g ← f ]. Some interesting theorems concerning
replacement are given here, which are very useful for reducing formulas. Their proofs
can be found in Duan (2006).

Theorem 1 For a state formula p(t1) and a term t2 that is admissible for t1 in p(t1),
we have t1 = t2 ⊃ p(t1) ↔ p(t1)[t1 ← t2].

Note that the prerequisite p(t1) being a state formula is necessary for Theorem 1.
If p(t1) is a temporal formula, the theorem does not hold. For example, taking p(t1)

to be ©x =©z, and t1, t2 to be x, y respectively. Since x, y, z are dynamic variables,
x = y does not imply ©x =©y. Thus, under the condition of x = y, we cannot get
©x = ©z ≡ ©y = ©z. However, if x � y, ©x = ©z ≡ ©y = ©z is satisfied,
which is exactly what Theorem 2 claims.

Theorem 2 For a formula p(t1) and a term t2 that is admissible for t1 in p(t1), we
have t1 � t2 ⊃ p(t1) ≡ p(t1)[t1 ← t2].
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Termination : ε Assignment : x = e

Positive Immediate Assignment : x ⇐ e State Frame : lbf(x)

Interval Frame : frame(x) Conjunction : p ∧ q

Selection : p ∨ q Next statement : ©p

Always statement : �p Conditional statement: if b then p else q

Existential Quantification : ∃x : p(x) Sequential statement : p;q

Parallel : p ‖ q While statement : while b do p

Synchronized Communication : await(c) Projection : (p1, . . . , pm)prjq

Fig. 3 MSVL programs

Where p(t1) can be a temporal or state formula. Theorem 3 is regarding the re-
placement of a formula with another equivalent formula, either state or temporal.

Theorem 3 For a formula F(g) involving the sub-formula g and a formula f that is
admissible for g in F(g), we have g ≡ f ⊃ F(g) ≡ F(g)[g ← f ].

3.2 MSVL

MSVL (Duan 2006; Yang et al. 2010) is a modeling, simulation and verification lan-
guage, which provides an executable PTL framework with more succinct description
and immediate practical application. In MSVL, expressions can be regarded as PTL
terms while statements can be considered as PTL formulas. The arithmetic expression
e and boolean expression b of MSVL are inductively defined as follows:

e ::= c | x | © x | -© x | e0 op e1 (op ::= + | − | ∗ | /)
b ::= true | false | ¬b | b0 ∧ b1 | e0 = e1 | e0 < e1

where c is a constant, x a variable. A dynamic variable x is said to be framed in
program p if frame(x) or lbf(x) is included in p and a program p is said to be framed
if p contains at least one framed variable.

A framed program in MSVL can be formalized in Fig. 3. Traditionally, x denotes
a variable, e stands for an arbitrary arithmetic expression, b represents a boolean
expression, and p1, . . . , pm,p,q are general framed programs.

ε is the termination statement, which simply states that the current state is the final
state of the interval over which a program is executed. The next statement ©p means
that p holds at the immediate successive state. �p implies that p is always true in
all states from now on until the termination of an interval. The sequential statement
p ; q signifies a computation of p followed by q , that is, p keeps executing from
the current state until some point in future at which it terminates and q will start
executing from that point. The conditional statement if b then p else q and while
statement while b do p can be illustrated as that in the conventional imperative
languages. if b then p else q first evaluates the boolean expression; if b is true,
the process p is executed; otherwise q is executed. The iteration while b do p

allows process p to be repeatedly executed a finite (or an infinite) number of times
over a finite (resp. an infinite) interval as long as the condition b is satisfied at the
beginning of each execution. If b becomes false, the while statement terminates. In
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the assignment statement x = e, if e is evaluated to a constant in D and x has not
been specified before or was specified to the same value as e, we say e is assigned
to x or x is unified with e. In this case, the equality x = e is satisfied; otherwise it is
false. p ∨ q represents the selection statement asserting that p or q is executed with
non-determinacy.

The conjunction statement p ∧ q declares that the processes p and q are exe-
cuted concurrently sharing all the states during the mutual execution. The parallel
construction p ‖ q shows another concurrent computation manner. The distinguished
difference between p ‖ q and p ∧ q is that the former permits both p and q to
be autonomous, or rather to specify their own intervals while the latter does not.
E.g., len(2) ‖ len(3) holds but len(2) ∧ len(3) is obviously false. Projection can be
treated as a special parallel computation with greater autonomy, which is executed
on two different time scales. (p1, . . . , pm)prjq claims that q is executed in parallel
with p1, . . . , pm over an interval obtained by taking the endpoints of the intervals
over which the p′

is are executed. In this construct, processes p1, . . . , pm,q are self-
governing and each of them has the right to specify the interval over which it is
executed. In particular, the sequence of p′

is and q may terminate at different points.
Framing concerns how the value of a variable can be carried from one state to the

next. The crux is how to perceive the assignments of values to variables. To identify
an occurrence of an assignment to a variable, say x, we make use of a flag called
the assignment flag, denoted by predicate af(x); it is true whenever an assignment of
a value to x is encountered, and false otherwise. To define af(x), a new assignment

positive immediate assignment x ⇐ e
def= x = e∧px is needed, where px is an atomic

proposition connected with variable x and cannot be used for other purposes. Then

the assignment flag is formalized as af(x)
def= px . As expected, when x ⇐ e is en-

countered, px is set to true, hence af(x) is true; whereas if no assignment to x takes
place, px is unspecified. In this case, we will use the minimal model (see Sect. 3.3.1)
to force it to be false. Note that the definition given above is one way to specify af(x)

and there may be some other methods to formulate it. Armed with af(x) we can define
state frame lbf(x) and interval frame frame(x) in the following:

lbf(x)
def= ¬af(x) →∃ a : ( -©x = a ∧ x = a)

frame(x)
def= �(more →© lbf(x))

where a is a static variable. Intuitively, lbf(x) means that, when a variable is framed
at a state, its value remains unchanged if no assignment is encountered at that state
while frame(x) implies that a variable is framed over an interval if it is framed at each
state over the interval.

Introducing the framing operator enables us to formalize the synchronizing con-

struct await(c)
def= halt(c) ∧ frame(Vc), where c is a condition, i.e. a boolean expres-

sion and Vc represents all dynamic variables contained in c. The await statement
is employed to synchronize communication between parallel processes with shared
variables. It does not change any variables, but waits until the condition c becomes
true, at which point it terminates.

The existential quantification statement ∃x : p(x) intends to hide the variable x

within the process p and may allow a process p to take advantage of a local variable.
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We use a renaming method to reduce it. The existential quantification (∃x) is re-
moved from ∃x : p(x) to obtain an equivalent formula p(y) with a free variable y by
renaming x as y. To do so, we require that: (1) y does not appear (free or bounded)
in the whole program such as (q ∧ ∃x : p(x)); (2) both y and x are either dynamic
or static; (3) y substitutes for x only within the bound scope of x in ∃x : p(x). In
this situation, we call p(y) a renamed formula of ∃x : p(x). Some facts regarding
renamed formulas are discussed below.

Lemma 1 Let p(y) be a renamed formula of ∃x : p(x). Then, ∃x : p(x) is satisfiable
if and only if p(y) is satisfiable. Further, any model of p(y) is a model of ∃x : p(x).

The proof of Lemma 1 can be found in Yang and Duan (2008) and its importance
lies in that it guarantees the soundness of the renaming method for reducing programs
involving existential quantifications. From Lemma 1, it is clear that ∃x : p(x) and
p(y) are equivalent in satisfiability. To check whether or not ∃x : p(x) is satisfiable
amounts to examining whether or not p(y) is satisfiable. Once we find a model for
p(y), this model is also a model for ∃x : p(x). Therefore, to reduce ∃x : p(x), it is
sufficient to reduce p(y).

Definition 3 For a variable x, ∃x : p(x) and p(x) are called x-equivalent, denoted

by ∃x : p(x)
x≡ p(x), if for each model σ |= ∃x : p(x), there exists some σ ′, such that

σ
x= σ ′ and σ ′ |= p(x) and vice versa.

Definition 3 tells us that the models of ∃x : p(x) and p(x) are the same ignoring
variable x. Thus, we represent such the special equivalence relation between pro-

grams as
x≡, which is the counterpart of the equivalence relation

x= over the intervals.

Notice that, ∃x : p(x) ≡ ∃y : p(y), and by Definition 3, ∃y : p(y)
y≡ p(y); so we say

that ∃x : p(x)
y≡ p(y) if p(y) is a renamed formula of ∃x : p(x), and the model of

∃x : p(x) can be obtained by hiding variable y in the model of p(y).

3.3 Semantics of MSVL

3.3.1 Minimal model semantics of MSVL

The minimal model semantics of MSVL was given in Duan (1996, 2006), Duan et al.
(2008). We here briefly introduce the framework. We use canonical models to capture
the semantics of non-framed programs in MSVL. Suppose a program p contains a
finite set Vp of variables and a finite set Propp of propositions. A canonical inter-
pretation on propositions is a subset Iprop ⊂ Propp . Implicitly, propositions not in
Iprop are false. Let σ = 〈(I 0

var, I 0
prop), (I 1

var, I 1
prop), . . .〉 be a model. We denote the

sequence of interpretation on propositions of σ by σprop = 〈I 0
prop, I 1

prop . . .〉. If there
exists a model σ with σprop canonical and σ |= p as in the logic, then the program p

is satisfiable under the canonical interpretation on propositions. We represent this by
σ |=c p, and call σprop a canonical interpretation sequence on propositions of p. If
σ |=c p for all σ with canonical σprop, then p is valid under the canonical interpreta-
tion on propositions, which is signified by |=c p.
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Definition 4 Let p be a framed program in MSVL and Σp = {σ | σ |=c p}. Let
σ,σ ′ ∈Σp . We define

– σprop � σ ′
prop if and only if |σ | = |σ ′| and I i

prop ⊆ I ′i
prop for all 0 ≤ i ≤ |σ |.

– σ � σ ′ if and only if σprop � σ ′
prop.

– σ � σ ′ if and only if σ � σ ′ and σ ′ /�σ .
– σ

.= σ ′ if and only if σ � σ ′ and σ ′ � σ .

Conventionally, at each state, we utilize the pair ({x : c}, {px}) to express the state
formula x = c ∧ px . If there is no variable or proposition at a state, it is denoted by ∅.
For instance, 〈({x :1},∅)〉 � 〈(∅, {px})〉, 〈({x :1}, {px})〉 .= 〈({x :2}, {px})〉. Since a
framed program p can have many canonical models, to capture the intended meaning
we use minimal models. Let I = (σ, i, k, j) be a canonical interpretation. Then the
minimal satisfaction relation |=m is defined as

Definition 5 (σ, i, k, j) |=m p if and only if (σ, i, k, j) |=c p and there is no σ ′ such
that σ ′ � σ and (σ ′, i, k, j) |=c p.

A minimal model of a program p is a canonical model σ such that (σ,0,0, |σ |) |=m

p, which is represented by σ |=m p. Moreover, the equivalence relation ≡m can be
defined similarly as ≡. Theorem 4 facilitates us to reduce assignment statement and
state frame as well as capture the minimal model. Their proofs can be found in Duan
et al. (2008).

Theorem 4 The following laws hold:

1. x = e ≡ (px ∧ x = e)∨ (¬px ∧ x = e)

2. lbf(x) ≡ px ∨ x = -©x

3.3.2 Operational semantics of MSVL

The operational semantics of MSVL was presented in Yang and Duan (2008). We in-
troduce the main idea in brief here. As you can see, one of the characteristic features
of MSVL is that programs are executed over a sequence of states. The execution of
MSVL programs proceeds along with reduction, which carries through at each state
by several steps. Hence, the operational rules can be classified into two categories:
one for state reduction and the other for interval reduction. The state reduction con-
cerns how to transform an MSVL program into its normal form within a state, which
is composed of evaluation rules of boolean expressions and arithmetic expressions,
semantic equivalence rules, as well as transition rules within a state. The interval re-
duction is about a program executed over an interval and comprises two interval rules
to transfer a program from one state to its successors or terminate a program.

Based on structure operational semantics (SOS), the operational rules for MSVL
are defined over the configurations, which have two types, one for expressions
and the other for programs. A configuration regarding a program p is a quadruple
cp = (p,σi−1, si , i), where p is a program, σi−1 = 〈s0, . . . , si−1〉 (i > 0) is a model
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which records information of an interval over which some program q has been re-
duced for i states s0, . . . , si−1, si is the current state at which the successor of q ,
program p, is being executed and i is a counter for counting the number of states
in σi−1. Further, for i = 0, let σi−1 = ε be an empty sequence. Thus, the initial
configuration is c0 = (p, ε, s0,0). If a program is terminable and satisfiable, it is
reduced to true and the state is written as ∅ as well as its final configuration arrives
at cf = (true, σ,∅, |σ | + 1). The final configuration of an unsatisfiable program will
reach cun = (false, σi−1, si , i). For a boolean expression b, the configuration is de-
noted by cb = (b, σi−1, si , i) while for an arithmetic expression e, the configuration
by ce = (e, σi−1, si , i). The evaluation relation, ⇓, deals with how to obtain the over-
all result of expressions after the calculation of variables, on which evaluation rules
are built. Evaluation rules map (e, σi−1, si , i) to an element c in D which means the
value of e is calculated as c at the current state si . Similarly, (b, σi−1, si , i) is mapped
to a truth value in B by evaluation rules.

Definition 6 Let conf be the set of all configurations.

0
�: {(c, c)| c ∈ conf } 0→: {(c, c′)| c, c′ ∈ conf and c

∗
� c′}

k+1
� : {(a, b)| a, b ∈ conf and ∃c ∈ conf ,

k+1→: {(a, b)| a, b ∈ conf and ∃c ∈ conf ,

a
k� c and c � b, k ≥ 0} a

k→ c and c → b, k ≥ 0}
∗

�: 0
� ∪⋃

k>0
k

� ∗→: 0→∪⋃
k>0

k→

Notation � is a binary relation over the set of configurations within a single state.

c
∗

� c′ states that c is transformed to c′ by several steps within a state. The transi-
tion relation between two configurations at different states is represented by binary

relation →. We can union � and → by
∗→, which is given in Definition 6.

Definition 7 Some notations about states and intervals are defined as follows, where
si[(m, ṗx)/x] means that x is mapped to a pair (m, ṗx) and other variables are not
changed at state si .

– si[w] def= si[(m1, ˙px1)/x1][(m2, ˙px2)/x2] . . . [(mn, ˙pxn)/xn], if w is (x1 =
m1 ∧ ˙px1)∧ (x2 = m2 ∧ ˙px2)∧ · · · ∧ (xn = mn ∧ ˙pxn).

– σk+1
def= σk · 〈sk+1〉.

Some rules are shown in the Appendix and more details can refer to Yang and
Duan (2008). In the following, the operational semantics of MSVL is called the basic
operational semantics for the sake of clarity and simplicity.

4 Linear constraint statements

In this section, we introduce linear constraints to MSVL. To end it, at the first step
basic linear constraint statements are formalized, including linear equality le1 = le2,
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positive immediate equality c ∗ x ⇐ le and inequality le1 ≤ le2, where le, le1 and
le2 are linear expressions. Moreover, several compound constructs are presented for
concise programming. In addition, the normal form of an MSVL program with linear
constraints is defined, which plays an important role in reducing programs.

Let R be the set of rational numbers. That is, a constant in R is an integer or a
floating number with at most three decimal, such as 3, 0.23, 0.235 etc. The data type
of a variable can be R, an array or a list, where each element in an array (a list) has the
same type and can be either a rational number in R or an array (resp. a list). In order
to handle linear constraints, either time-independent or time-dependent, we restrict
expressions to linear expressions, which are constructed as follows:

– constants: c, c1, . . . possibly with subscripts, which belong to R;
– variables (either dynamic or static): x, y, z, . . . possibly with subscripts;
– special variables: max,max1 and guide;
– if both le1 and le2 are linear expressions, le1 + le2, le1 − le2,−(le1), c ∗ le1 and

le1/c are linear expressions;
– if le is a linear expression, ©n(le) and -©(le) are linear constraints.

The formal syntax is inductively given below:

le ::= c | x | max | max1 | guide | ©n (le) | -©(le) |
le1 + le2 | le1 − le2 | − (le) | c ∗ le | le/c

where operators +,∗ and / denote addition, multiplication and division respectively
as usual while − represents both binary subtraction and unary negation of expres-
sions. When without ambiguity in the context, we can omit ∗ between the constant
and the linear expression, e.g. 3∗x is abbreviated as 3x. ©n(le) signifies that the lin-
ear expression le will be evaluated at the next nth state from now on whereas -©(le)
means that the value of le at the previous state is obtained at the current state. Note
that we only consider -©(le) but not -©n(le), which is due to the fact that a program
in MSVL with linear constraints just reviews the values of variables at the previous
state by the framing technique.

max,max1 and guide are special variables, which cannot be used arbitrarily in a
program but are only concerned with solving linear inequality and optimization prob-
lems. In a linear optimization problem, the maximum objective statement or function,
max ⇐ le, contains max in the left and intends to maximize the objective expres-
sion le under other constraints. max is employed to describe the maximum objective
statement while max1 to preserve the original objective expression during finding
an initial feasible solution. guide assists in obtaining an initial feasible solution. In
the context of MSVL programs with linear constraints, max and max1 are merely in
the form of (c ∗ max) ⇐ le and (c ∗ max1) ⇐ le respectively. Once being added to
programs, the three particular variables can be treated as common variables.

A linear expression is called a state linear expression if it does not contain any
temporal operators, i.e., © or -©; otherwise it is a temporal linear expression. In
what follows, le, le1 and le2 denote linear expressions, c is a constant and x repre-
sents a variable. To specify linear constraints in MSVL, elementary linear constraint
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statements are defined as:

Linear Equality : le1 = le2
Positive Immediate Equality : c ∗ x ⇐ le
LTET Inequality : le1 ≤ le2

A linear equality statement le1 = le2 extends x = le with a linear expression in the
left side. Therefore, the equation like 3x+6y−4z = 3w is legal in MSVL with linear
constraints. Notice that although le1 = le2 can be reduced into the form of x = le in
logic, le1 = le2 is illegal in MSVL due to its restricted definition. The equality has
three functions: assignment, comparison and equation. As an independent statement
in the form of x = c, where an individual variable is in the left side and a constant
is in the right side, an equality can be considered as an assignment statement, which
is true as long as it is satisfiable. When an equality appears in a condition associated
with conditional or iterative statements, it plays a part in comparison. A condition is
true if all the variables involved in it are specified and the condition is evaluated to
true. Coming forth as a general and independent statement, an equality is taken as an
equation, which is true provided that it is satisfiable. As a simple extension of x ⇐ le,
positive immediate equality c ∗ x ⇐ le is formalized as c ∗ x = le ∧ px . It permits a
constant to occur in the left side, which is useful especially when le has not been
calculated into a constant and c cannot be exactly divisible by le. LTET inequality
statement le1 ≤ le2 means that the value of le1 is less than or equal to the value
of le2. It is one sort of non-strict inequalities and works as two roles: comparison
and constraint. On the one hand, the function of comparison is like that of equality.
On the other hand, when used as an individual statement in programs, le1 ≤ le2 is a
constraint, which is true on condition that it is satisfiable.

The reason why we take advantage of the positive immediate equality with the spe-
cial variable max rather than an extra maximizing function to express the objective
function, lies in the fact that an assignment to max in MSVL with linear constraints
can be identified easily. In this way, so long as an assignment to max is encoun-
tered, the corresponding procedure for solving linear optimization problems can be
triggered by the assignment flag af(max) in a convenient manner. Thus, the intended
meaning for the objective function is captured.

Some composite constructs derived from primitive statements are given in the fol-
lowing, which make programs more succinct in writing. Temporal equality statement
le1 � le2 signifies the value of le1 always equals that of le2 over the whole interval.
As a counterpart to LTET inequality statement, GTET inequality statement le1 ≥ le2

states that the value of le1 is greater than or equal to the value of le2. le1 ◦ = le2

claims that at the current state le2 is first evaluated to a constant and then at the next
state the constant equals le1. The unit equality additionally declares the length of the
interval is 1 over which the next equality is executed. Specially, since the definition
is only dependent on the syntax, the situation that le1 or le2 contains ©n (n ≥ 2) is
permitted, which causes conflict with skip and makes le1 := le2 equivalent to false.
Note that ©le1 = le2 differs from ©(le1 = le2). The former requires the value of le2

to be first calculated at the current state whereas the latter implies that at the next state
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le1 is equal to le2 without computing the value of le2 at the current state.

Temporal Equality : le1 � le2
def= �(le1 = le2)

GTET Inequality : le1 ≥ le2
def= −le1 ≤−le2

Next Equality : le1◦ = le2
def= © le1 = le2

Unit Equality : le1 := le2
def= skip ∧ le1◦ = le2

In order to avoid an excessive number of parentheses, we assume that the prece-
dences of ⇐,≤ and ≥ are the same as that of = in Level 4. As linear constraints can
be either time-dependent or time-independent, we need to express them by different
means. Time-independent constraints are described with state formulas which are of-
ten conjunct with skip or ε and solved within a single state, whereas time-dependent
constraints are specified by temporal operators and dealt with over an interval. Hence,
linear constraints are smoothly mixed with imperative and temporal logic program-
ming in a unified language MSVL.

In a statement, if a variable is connected with a temporal operator, the occurrence
of the variable is called a temporal occurrence; otherwise, it is called a state oc-
currence. For example, in the statement 12x +©x =18, the state occurrence of the
variable x is 12x while the temporal occurrence is ©x. For a state linear expression,
the definition is similar. However, all the occurrences of a temporal linear expression
are temporal occurrences.

Then we formalize the normal form of an MSVL program with linear constraints,
which plays a fundamental part in reducing programs uniformly.

Definition 8 (Normal form) Let q be a program in MSVL with linear constraints.
The normal form of q is defined as

q
def=

k∨

i=1

(qei ∧ ε)∨
h∨

j=1

(qcj ∧ qmj ∧©qfj )

where k + h ≥ 1 and the following hold:

– qfj is a general program, that is, one in which variables may refer to the previous
states but not beyond the first state of the current interval over which the program
is executed;

– each qei and qcj is either true or a state formula of the form: p1 ∧ · · ·∧pm (m ≥ 1)

such that each pl (1 ≤ l ≤ m) is either xl = le with xl ∈ V and le a state linear
expression, or 0 ≤ xl , or ṗxl

denoting pxl
or ¬pxl

;
– each qmj is either true or a formula of the form: p1∧· · ·∧pn (n ≥ 1) such that each

pl (1 ≤ l ≤ n) is either ©le = ls or ©le ≤ ls with le a general linear expression
and ls a state linear expression.

Under some circumstances, we simply write qe ∧ ε instead of
∨k

i=1(qei ∧ ε). Usu-
ally, if q terminates at the current state it is reduced to qe ∧ ε; otherwise it is reduced
to qcj ∧ qmj ∧ ©qfj . The conjuncts qe ∧ ε and qcj ∧ qmj ∧ ©qfj are called ba-
sic terminal products and basic future products respectively. Moreover, qcj (or qe),
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qmj and ©qfj are called present components, mixture components and future com-
ponents severally. Generally, in present components, variables in the left side can
be multiplied by a positive constant. This is owing to no loss of precision in some
cases, especially when the coefficient of the variable in the left side is not an aliquot
part of the linear expression in the right side. Each variable can only appear once in
the left side and equations like x = le1 ∧ x = le2 are not allowed, which might be
conflict with each other. Mixture components cannot be rewritten into neither future
components nor present components before state linear expressions being evaluated
into constants, such as ©(x +©2y) ≤ z − 5. Normally, in an MSVL program with
linear constraints, variables in the state linear expressions ls within mixture compo-
nents either appear in present components or are framed by the interval frame state-
ment. Thus, after all the state occurrences of the variables in ls are calculated into
constants by the reduction of present components or the framing technique, mixture
components can be transformed into future components with the next operator (©)
at the top outside. Therefore, the instance ©(x +©2y) ≤ z − 5 can be reduced into
©(x +©2y ≤ c) as long as z is evaluated to c1 and z− 5 to c.

As we see in Sect. 3, a model is a sequence of states with the assignments to
variables and propositions at each state while a minimal model requires the mini-
mal interpretation on propositions in a model. Further, the incorporation of linear
constraints to MSVL does not change the underlying definitions of a model and a
minimal model, so the minimal model semantics of MSVL with linear constraints is
the same as that of MSVL.

5 Operational semantics of linear constraints within MSVL

Since we have extended MSVL with linear constraints, in this section, we pay our
attention on constraint solving by means of reduction in an operational way and give
the operational semantics. Thus, we can compactly integrate constraint solving with
non-determinacy, concurrency, autonomy, synchronization and non-termination. On
the basis of the basic operational semantics in Sect. 3.3.2, the operational semantics
here still employs the same terminologies and notations as that in basic operational
semantics in order to keep compatible. The operational rules for linear constraints
mainly concern the state reduction and are presented in two steps: semantic equiva-
lence rules, which transform linear constraint statements into their normal forms, and
transition rules within a state that provide a separate constraint solving computation
and capture the minimal models of MSVL programs with linear constraints.

Notice that in this paper, we do not invoke other outside solvers to solve con-
straints but specify the operational rules, which is on account of the following rea-
sons: (1) When calling an external solver, it is necessary to do some translations
between our language and the specific language for the solver. This makes a bur-
den with a low efficiency and sometimes the translation might be intricate. (2) Be-
sides solving the constraints, operational semantics can capture the minimal model,
which plays a significant role in the underlying semantics of TLP. (3) Giving these
rules makes our method self-contained and helps us to well and clearly understand
how to execute a program in MSVL with linear constraints. (4) Since the interpreter
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(Ma et al. 2007) for MSVL is based on operational semantics, we formalize these
rules in view of the development of an interpreter for MSVL with linear constraints
in future.

With the basic operational rules and the operational rules for linear constraints,
an MSVL program with linear constraints is reduced complying with the line: first
we rewrite it into its normal form by semantic equivalence rules; then we solve the
present components at the current state by transition rules within a state; after that,
we evaluate all the state occurrences of variables within the mixture components
into their constants by transition rules within a state; finally we transform the remain
program to future components and transfer the reduction to the next state, or terminate
the reduction by interval transition rules.

5.1 Notations

For clarity, we formalize a notation lcp named linear constraint programs and sp
named state programs as follows:

lcp ::= le1 = le2 | c ∗ x ⇐ le | le1 ≤ le2 | le1 ≥ le2 | lcp1 ∧ lcp2

sp ::= lcp | lbf(x) | sp1 ∧ sp2
(where all the linear expressions in lcp are state linear expressions)

A linear constraint program consists of linear equality le1 = le2, positive immediate
equality c ∗ x ⇐ le, LTET inequality le1 ≤ le2, GTET inequality le1 ≥ le2 and their
conjunctions. Just as its name indicates, a state program requires all the statements
in it do not involve any temporal operators. Actually, state programs correspond to
the present components qcj and qe in the normal form. In general, we write lcp(le1)

(sp(le1)) to represent that the linear expression le1 appears in the linear constraint
program lcp (resp. the state program sp) at least for once.

Definition 9 Let τ be a program or a linear expression in MSVL with linear con-
straints. If le1 is a state linear expression used in τ , le0 is a state linear expression,
and le1 = le0, we write τ [le1 � le0] for the program or expression by replacing some
state occurrences of le1 with le0 in τ .

In this definition, τ can be an arbitrary program or linear expression, not nec-
essarily a state program or state linear expression while le0 and le1 are state linear
expressions. If τ is the equation le1 = le0, the result of τ [le1 � le0] is unchanged and
still itself le1 = le0. Generally, le1 � le0 is different from le1 ← le0 in Sect. 3.1.4 due
to the distinct definitions, but if τ is a state program or linear expression, τ [le1 � le0]
plays the same function as τ [le1 ← le0] under le1 = le0. Take an example for illus-
tration, in the program 12x + 4©2 x = 4∧ 4x −©y = 3, if 4x = 3y + 4z, we might
get 3(3y + 4z) + 4 ©2 x = 4 ∧ 3y + 4z −©y = 3 after applying 4x � (3y + 4z)

whereas 4x ← (3y + 4z) cannot work because the program is not a state program; if
4x � 3y+4z, 3(3y+4z)+©2(3y+4z) = 4∧3y+4z−©y = 3 could be obtained
by Theorem 2. The replacement of le1 � le0 is required to be admissible, which can
be defined similarly as that for le1 ← le0.
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We denote a system of equations as
∧m

k=1
∑n

j=1 ak
j xj = ck (m,n ≥ 1,m,n ∈ N0),

which means there are m equalities and n variables. ak
j stands for the coefficient of

the variable xj in the kth equation while ck for the constant in the kth equation. Also,
we write Eq short for

∧m
k=1 ak

r xr = ck + ∑n
j=1,�=r ak

j xj , where 1 ≤ r ≤ n, ak
r > 0

and call the constraint 0 ≤ x non-negativity constraint. Lvar(sp) (resp. Rvar(sp))
is a function which takes a state program sp as a parameter and returns a set of

variables appearing in the left (resp. right) side of = and ⇐ within sp. Var(sp)
def=

Lvar(sp) ∪ Rvar(sp) indicates the set of all variables appearing in the both sides of

= and ⇐ within sp. Consider a simple example, in the state program sp
def= 3x1 +

4x2 = 7x4 ∧ 6x4 ⇐ 12x5 − 5x3, Lvar(sp) = {x1, x2, x4}, Rvar(sp) = {x3, x4, x5},
and Var(sp) = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}.

In the following, p,p1, . . . , pm,q and prog signify general programs, c1 and c2
are constants, le1, le2 and le3 denote linear expressions, b represents a static variable,
op stands for arithmetic operators, i.e. +,−,∗, /, and ! means ≤ or ≥. Formally,
the complement operations õp and !̃ of operations op and ! are respectively defined
below. It is required that the result of complement operation is still a linear expression.
In this case, sometimes we say the operation is closed under complement.

õp
def=

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

− if op is +
+ if op is −
∗ if op is /

/ if op is ∗
!̃ def=

{≤ if ! is ≥
≥ if ! is ≤

5.2 Semantic equivalence rules

As we will see, normal form plays a fundamental part in a unified reduction of MSVL
programs with linear constraints. During rewriting a program into its normal form,
semantic equivalence rules with respect to linear constraint statements are equipped
in Tables 1, 2 and 3 for convenient reasoning and equivalent transforming.

Arithmetic properties about linear expressions are presented in Table 1. Rules
(AEqu1-11) are basic algebraic laws applied to temporal equality. They are straight-
forward. Rules (AEqu12-13) and (AEqu14-15) are formalized for © and -© within
linear expressions respectively. (AEqu12) tackles static variables over ©, which
states the value of a static variable at the next state remains equal to that at the current
state. Further, (AEqu13) deals with the distribution of © over arithmetic operators.
For -©, the meanings of rules (AEqu14) and (AEqu15) are similar as (AEqu12) and
(AEqu13) severally. On the basis of Theorem 2, (CONG I 2) states that if the values
of two linear expressions are always equal over the whole interval, we can replace le1
in a program prog by le2.

Table 2 summaries some interesting semantic equivalence rules concerning linear
equality =. (Equ1) is regarding the transposition law from one side of the equal-
ity to the other side with the complement of arithmetic operators. (Equ2) asserts the
commutative property. An equality can be extended (or lessened) through being mul-
tiplied (or divided) by the same coefficient in the both two sides, which is charac-
terized by (Equ3). (Equ4) is concerned with the distributive law of © over equality
while (Equ5) focuses on the distribution of -© over equality.
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Table 1 Arithmetic properties about linear expressions

AEqu1: 0 + le1 � le1 AEqu2: (le1 + le2)+ le3 � le1 + (le2 + le3)

AEqu3: le1 + le2 � le2 + le1 AEqu4: − − le1 � le1

AEqu5: le1 + (−le1) � 0 AEqu6: −(le1 + le2) � −le1 − le2

AEqu7: 0 ∗ le1 � 0 AEqu8: c1 ∗ le1 � le1 ∗ c1

AEqu9: 1 ∗ le1 � le1 AEqu10: c1 ∗ (le1 + le2) � c1 ∗ le1 + c1 ∗ le2

AEqu11: (c1 ∗ le1) op (c2 ∗ le1)� (c1 op c2) ∗ le1

AEqu12: b � ©b AEqu13: © le1 op © le2 � © (le1 op le2)

AEqu14: b � -©b AEqu15: -© le1 op -© le2 � -© (le1 op le2)

CONG I: (2)
le1 � le2

prog ≡ prog[le1 ← le2]

Table 2 Semantic equivalence rules about linear equality

Equ1: le1 op le2 = le3 ≡ le1 = le3 õp le2 Equ2: le1 = le2 ≡ le2 = le1

Equ3: c1 ∗ le1 = c1 ∗ le2 ≡ le1 = le2 Equ4: ©le1 =©le2 ≡©(le1 = le2)

Equ5: -©le1 = -©le2 ≡ -©(le1 = le2)

Table 3 Semantic equivalence rules about linear inequality

InEqu1: © (le1 ! le2) ≡ © le1!© le2 InEqu2: -© (le1 ! le2) ≡ -© le1! -© le2

InEqu3: le1 ≥ le2 ≡ le2 ≤ le1 InEqu4: le1 = le2 ≡ le1 ≥ le2 ∧ le1 ≤ le2

InEqu5: le1 ≤ le2 ≡ ∃x : (x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0)
x≡ x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0

where le1 and le2 are state linear expressions, x is a fresh variable not appearing in le1 and le2

InEqu6: (le1 + le2) ! le3 ≡ le1 ! (le3 − le2)

InEqu7: c1 ∗ le1 ! le2 ≡
{

le1 ! le2/c1 if c1 > 0

le1 !̃ le2/c1 if c1 < 0

InEqu8: le1/c1 ! le2 ≡
{

le1 ! le2 ∗ c1 if c1 > 0

le1 !̃ le2 ∗ c1 if c1 < 0

Semantic equivalence laws given in Table 3 bear on linear inequalities. (InEqu1)
and (InEqu2) care for the distributive property of © and -© over inequalities respec-
tively. The relations among =,≤ and ≥ are built in (InEqu3-5). (InEqu3) declares
how to transform between ≥ and ≤ while (InEqu4) rewrites an equality into the con-
junction of ≤ and ≥. In (InEqu5), x is a fresh variable which does not appear in le1

and le2, as well as both le1 and le2 are state linear expressions. The rule enables us to
convert an LTET inequality into an equality. Rules (InEqu6-8) simply claim the trans-
position laws which on occasion accompany with the complement of ! according to
conditions.

With these semantic equivalence rules and those in Figs. 6 and 7, we can reduce a
program in MSVL with linear constraints into its normal form.
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Example 1

x − 4y ≤ 7 ∧©z = x +©y ∧ skip
≡ ∃w : (w = 7 − (x − 4y)∧w ≥ 0)∧©z = x +©y ∧ skip (InEqu5)
w≡ w = 7 − x + 4y ∧w ≥ 0 ∧©z = x +©y ∧ skip (InEqu5,AEqu4,6,CONGI (2))
≡ w = 7 − x + 4y ∧w ≥ 0 ∧©z−©y = x ∧ skip (Equ1,2)
≡ w = 7 − x + 4y ∧ 0 ≤ w ∧©(z− y)= x ∧ skip (AEqu13,CONG I(2),InEqu3)
≡ w = 7 − x + 4y ∧ 0 ≤ w ∧©(z− y)= x ∧©ε (the definition of skip)

Now it is in the normal form. During the reduction, rule (CONG I (1)) is impliedly
used.

Lemma 2 Any framed MSVL program q without linear constraints can be rewritten
into its normal form q ′ such that q ≡ q ′ by semantic equivalence rules in Figs. 6
and 7.

Lemma 2 guarantees that we can transform any MSVL program without linear
constraints into its normal form in Definition 8. Further, we can obtain one of our
key conclusions that any MSVL program with linear constraints can be rewritten
into the normal form by means of semantic equivalence rules, which is confirmed by
Theorem 5. The proofs of Lemma 2 and Theorem 5 can be found in Appendix.

Theorem 5 Any framed MSVL program q with linear constraints can be rewritten
into its normal form q ′ such that q ≡ q ′ by semantic equivalence rules in Figs. 6, 7
and Tables 1, 2, 3.

5.3 Transition rules within a state

In TLP, assignment statements are executed concurrently and may depend on one
another such as the statement (x = y + z)∧ (z = y + x + 2)∧ (y = z+ x). Thus, it is
crucial to evaluate values of variables in an assignment statement to constants within
a state. Further, since we specify linear constraints within MSVL, it is important to
solve these constraints. Therefore, transition rules within a state are furnished for
dealing with concurrent assignments and linear constraints. Moreover, armed with
transition rules within a state, we can also capture minimal models of a program
by means of choosing the minimal set of propositions in a dynamic manner along
with the reduction. Yang and Duan (2008) gave one transition rule (SUB-TERM) to
solve equations which does not seem workable in practice because the concept of f

(m-arity function) used in it is not clear and cannot be determined by an interpreter.
In this paper, we fix the problem and provide more feasible transition rules.

Table 4 State framing rule

(LBF) If ( -©x,σi−1, si , i)⇓ c (i ≥ 1), and there are no state programs
le1 = (≤,≥) le2 or c ∗ x ⇐ le, which contain x in p, then
(∧{p, lbf(x)}, σi−1, si , i) � (∧{p,x = c}, σi−1, si , i)
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Table 5 Assignment statements rules

(PAS) If there are no state programs lbf(x) and x = c in both p and lcp(x), then
(∧{p, lcp(x), x ⇐ c}, σi−1, si , i) � (∧{p, lcp(x)[x � c]}, σi−1, si [(c,px)/x], i)

(EAS) If there are no state programs lbf(x) and x ⇐ c in both p and lcp(x), then
(∧{p, lcp(x), x = c}, σi−1, si , i) � (∧{p, lcp(x)[x � c]}, σi−1, si [(c,¬px)/x], i)

Table 6 Replacement for linear expressions rules

(PRLE) If le is a state linear expression and (le, σi−1, si , i) �⇓ c1, then
(∧{p, lcp(x), c ∗ x ⇐ le}, σi−1, si , i) �
(∧{p, lcp(x)[c ∗ x � le], c ∗ x ⇐ le}, σi−1, si , i)

(ERLE) If both le1 and le2 are state linear expressions and le1 = le2 is not in the form of
x = le, where (le, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ c, then
(∧{p, lcp(le1), le1 = le2}, σi−1, si , i) �
(∧{p, lcp(le1)[le1 � le2], le1 = le2}, σi−1, si , i)

If af(max)= true, the replacement cannot be applied on non-negativity constraints.

Rule (LBF) in Table 4 is regarding state frame lbf(x) and formalized on the basis
of Theorem 4. The preconditions ensure that the value of x cannot be calculated in
state programs at the current state si . Thus, with the state framing technique, the value
at the previous state is assigned to x. Notice that this rule does not hold at state s0 as
its previous state is beyond the scope of the interval.

In Table 5, rules (PAS) and (EAS) are concerned with the assignment statements,
where (PAS) is for x ⇐ c based on its definition while (EAS) for x = c based on
Theorem 4 and the minimal model semantics. With these two rules, the minimal set
of propositions can be easily captured at a state. Basically, if there exists x ⇐ (=) c in
a program, it can be eliminated from the program in the configuration as long as x is
assigned to c and px to true(false) in the current state si . Meanwhile state occurrences
of x in lcp(x) are replaced by c. Note that the replacement acts on lcp(x) instead of
sp(x) in order to reduce the mixture components. The reason for no appearance of
lbf(x) in both p and lcp(x) lies in that with lbf(x), x ⇐ (=) c can be absorbed by rule
(ASS ⇐) (resp. ASS =) in Fig. 6. x = (⇐) c is absent since it might conflict with
x ⇐ (=) c, bringing about unsatisfiable programs.

In Table 6, rules (PRLE) and (ERLE) deal with the replacement of a state linear
expression by another equivalent state linear expression, one for positive immediate
equality and the other for linear equality statement. In accordance to rule (ERLE), if
le1 = le2 appearing in a program is not in the form of x = c, which can be tackled
by (EAS), we can replace the state occurrences of le1 in lcp(le1) with le2. After the
replacement, because the variables in le1 = le2 have not been evaluated into their
constants, le1 = le2 is still reserved in the program for no loss of information. An
extra prerequisite is restrained on rule (ERLE) in light of the rules for inequalities.
The meaning for (PRLE) can be interpreted in a similar way.

Table 7 copes with the circumstance that some equations are linearly dependent
on other equations in a pure system of linear equalities, which consists of equations
originally and is not obtained by transforming inequalities. As the interpretation of
a state in MSVL with linear constraints is on the Von Neumann memory model, in
which each variable is assigned a uniquely determined value, we only concern one
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Table 7 Linearly dependent equations rules

(LDE1) Let x ∈ Rvar(Eq). If there are no state programs lbf(x), le1 = (≤,≥)le2, c∗x ⇐ le
which contain x in p, and Lvar(Eq)∩ Rvar(Eq) = ∅, then
(∧{p,Eq}, σi−1, si , i) � (∧{p,Eq,x = 0}, σi−1, si , i)

(LDE2) Let x ∈ Rvar(Eq). If there are no state programs le1 = (≤,≥) le2, c ∗ x ⇐ le which
contain x in p, Lvar(Eq)∩ Rvar(Eq) = ∅ and ( -©x,σi−1, si , i)⇓ c (i ≥ 1),
then (∧{p, lbf(x),Eq}, σi−1, si , i) � (∧{p,Eq,x = c}, σi−1, si , i)

Table 8 Acquirement of an initial feasible solution rules

(BIF) Let l be the lth equation which has the minimal value of ck (1 ≤ l, k ≤m) in Eq.
If cl < 0, and Lvar(ObEq)∩ Rvar(ObEq)= ∅, then
(∧{p,0 ≤ x1, . . . ,0 ≤ xn,ObEq}, σi−1, si , i) �
(∧{p,0 ≤ x1, . . . ,0 ≤ xn,0 ≤ guide,max ⇐−guide,max1 ⇐ le,∧m

k=1, �=l{ak
t xt = ck +

∑n
j=1, �=t ak

j
xj + guide},

guide =−cl +
∑n

j=1, �=r −al
j
xj + al

r xr }, σi−1, si , i)

where 1 ≤ r, t ≤ n and {x1, . . . , xn} = Var(Eq)

(EIF) If Lvar(ObEq)∩ Rvar(ObEq)= ∅, guide ∈ Var(Eq), and there is no variable
xh ∈ Rvar(max ⇐ le) whose coefficient is positive, then
(∧{p,max1 ⇐ le′,0 ≤ x1, . . . ,0 ≤ xn,ObEq}, σi−1, si , i) �
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(∧{p,max1 ⇐ le′,0 ≤ x1, . . . ,0 ≤ xn,max ⇐ le′,Eq,guide = 0}, σi−1, si , i)

if the constant in le within ObEq is equal to 0

(false, σi−1, si , i) otherwise
where {x1, . . . , xn} = Var(Eq)

satisfiable model of a program and acquire one solution. If there is no lbf(x) in pro-
grams, rule (LDE1) is employed; otherwise (LDE2) is used. Both of these two rules
require the intersection of Lvar(Eq) and Rvar(Eq) to be empty on purpose of avoid-
ing conflicts of assignments to variables in the left and right sides. The restriction of
x ∈ Rvar(Eq) is due to the further evaluation of the variables in the left side.

For linear non-strict inequalities and linear optimization problems, we handle them
by Simplex algorithm (Dantzig et al. 1955), which is often utilized in Linear Program-
ming (Cormen et al. 2005) and performs very well in practice. A series of operational
rules are given to carry out the idea. Different from the classical implementation,
our method is in the framework of TLP languages and acts on configurations. Fur-
ther, the solving procedure proceeds along with the reduction of programs. Moreover,
inequalities and optimization problems are dealt with in union by converting an in-
equality problem into an optimization problem. Before using these rules, we always
reduce inequalities except non-negativity constraints into equalities by introducing

fresh variables. In our rules, ObEq
def= c ∗ max ⇐ le ∧ Eq is considered as a whole

as well as other equalities and inequalities not contained in it are treated later. These
rules seem complicated by appearance but are easy to use, where the prerequisites
are imposed according to Simplex algorithm.

At the beginning of solving a linear optimization problem, it is indispensable
to decide whether the minimal value of the constants in Eq is less than 0, which
implies whether we need to first find an initial feasible solution. If it is indeed, rule
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Table 9 Acquirement of an optimal solution rules

(BOS) If Lvar(ObEq)∩ Rvar(ObEq)= ∅, all the ck ≥ 0 (1 ≤ k ≤m), and there exists a
variable xh ∈ Rvar(max ⇐ le) whose coefficient is positive,
let xh be such a variable with the least index(1 ≤ h ≤ n), then
(∧{p,0 ≤ x1, . . . ,0 ≤ xn,ObEq}, σi−1, si , i) �⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(∧{p,0 ≤ x1, . . . ,0 ≤ xn, c∗max⇐ le,
∧m

k=1, �=l{ak
t xt = ck +

∑n
j=1, �=t ak

j
xj },

−al
h
xh = cl +

∑n
j=1, �=h,r al

j
xj − al

r xr }, σi−1, si , i)

if there exist some coefficients ah < 0 in the right side of Eq, let l be the

minimal lth equation which has the minimal value of −ck

ak
h

,1 ≤ k, l ≤m

(unbounded, σi−1, si , i) otherwise
where 1 ≤ r, t ≤ n and {x1, . . . , xn} = Var(Eq)

(EOS) If Lvar(ObEq)∩ Rvar(ObEq)= ∅, guide /∈ Var(Eq), all the ck ≥ 0 (1 ≤ k ≤m),
and there is no variable xh ∈ Rvar(max ⇐ le) whose coefficient is positive, then
(∧{p,0 ≤ x1, . . . ,0 ≤ xn,ObEq}, σi−1, si , i) �
(∧{p,0 ≤ x1, . . . ,0 ≤ xn,ObEq, xa1 = 0, . . . , xaz = 0}, σi−1, si , i)

where {x1, . . . , xn} = Var(Eq), {xa1 , . . . , xaz } = Rvar(Eq)

(BIF) given in Table 8 is utilized; or else, rule (BOS) in Table 9 is applied. With
(BIF), firstly max1 and guide are introduced with existential quantifiers, which are
further removed by the renaming method. Then the original objective expression le
is assigned to max1 and −guide to max respectively, which will produce a new ob-
jective statement. At the same time, we add guide to the right side of each equa-
tion in Eq. After that, the equation with the minimal negative constant is equiva-
lently reduced into a special form with the guide in the left. Rule (EIF) is for the
transition from obtaining an initial feasible solution to finding an optimal solution
or reporting the original problem infeasible. If the constant in the objective expres-
sion is not equal to 0, the original problem does not have a feasible solution, lead-
ing to the generation of the unsatisfiable configuration. Otherwise, the problem is
feasible and the original objective expression le′ reserved in max1 ⇐ le′ is reas-
signed to max as well as the variable guide is set to 0. From these, we can see that
max1 works only as a temporary variable to preserve the original objective expres-
sion. However, we cannot use other common variables instead of max1 since they
might be assigned other values in programs and do not serve as the exactly desired
role.

In Table 9, rule (BOS) declares during the reduction of the linear optimization
problems, how to transform a program into an equivalent form by pivoting variables
in one specific equation in order to make the optimal solution ‘obvious’. It is the main
step and iteratively utilized for many times. By this rule, we will obtain a congruent
program closer to the optimal solution or a ‘unbounded’ report with the program
stopping. When the ‘unbounded’ configuration (unbounded, σi−1, si , i) is reached,
it indicates that the linear constraints in ObEq can be satisfied but the objective ex-
pression does not have a finite value. If all the coefficients of the variables in the
objective expression are negative, the solving procedure for an optimization prob-
lem is completed through simply assigning 0 to all the variables in the right side
of ObEq, which is asserted by rule (EOS). Based on it, we can attain an optimal
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Table 10 Conversion from an inequality problem to an optimization problem rule

(ITO) If af(max) = false,Lvar(Eq)∩ Rvar(Eq) = ∅, and there exists a variable in
Eq which has its non-negativity constraint, then
(∧{p,0 ≤ xb1 , . . . ,0 ≤ xbz ,Eq}, σi−1, si , i) �
∧{p,0 ≤ xb1 , . . . ,0 ≤ xbz ,0 ≤ y,max ⇐−y,
∧m

k=1{ak
r xr = ck +

∑n
j=1, �=r ak

j
xj + y}}, σi−1, si , i)

where 1 ≤ r ≤ n, {xb1 , . . . , xbz } ⊆ Var(Eq), and y does not appear in programs

Table 11 Restriction of non-negativity constraints rule

(RNN) If in Eq, there exists a variable xh without its non-negativity constraint, then
(∧{p,ObEq}, σi−1, si , i) �
(∧{p,0 ≤ xb1 ,0 ≤ xb2 ,ObEq[xh � xb1 − xb2 ], xh = xb1 − xb2 }, σi−1, si , i)

where both xb1 and xb2 do not appear in ObEq and p.

solution by (PAS) and (EAS). Always, (EOS) is applied after several iterations of
(BOS).

Rule (ITO) in Table 10 bears on the conversion from a linear inequality problem to
an optimization problem, which is accomplished by adding an assignment statement
max ⇐−y to the program as the objective statement and y to the right side of each
equation. It is required that y is a fresh variable not appearing in the whole programs.
Note that initially the introduction of y accompanies with the existential quantifier,
but the existential quantifier can be eliminated with the renaming method. The restric-
tions of af(max)= false and ‘there exists a variable in Eq which has its non-negativity
constraint’ hint the problem currently encountered involves some inequalities but is
not regarding optimization. Although in some cases, inequalities might be not in the
form of non-negativity constraints, we can reduce them into the conjunction of equa-
tions with non-negativity constraints by rule (InEqu5).

Since the reduction of linear optimization problems requests all the variables in Eq
have their non-negativity constraints, rule (RNN) listed in Table 11 concerns those
variables without non-negativity constraints. Under the circumstance, two fresh vari-
ables, xb1 and xb2 , are introduced with their non-negativity constraints and existential
quantifiers. Then the existential quantifiers are further removed. After that, all the
state occurrences of variable xh, which has no non-negativity constraints, are substi-
tuted by xb1 − xb2 in ObEq and the equality xh = xb1 − xb2 is added to programs,
which will be handled after solving ObEq.

By now, we have formalized all the rules which are required to reduce linear con-
straint statements defined in Sect. 4. These semantic equivalence rules and transition
rules within a state are compatible with the basic operational semantics in Yang and
Duan (2008), which is ensured by their definitions. To illustrate how to take advan-
tage of these rules, we give three examples in the following.
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Example 2 For a program p
def= max ⇐ 10x1 + 6x2 ∧ 3x1 + 4x2 ≤ 20 ∧ 3x1 + 3x2 ≤

18 ∧ 4x1 + 2x2 ≤ 16 ∧ x1 ≥ 0 ∧ x2 ≥ 0 ∧ ε, by the operational rules we have:

cp = (∧{max ⇐ 10x1 + 6x2,3x1 + 4x2 ≤ 20,3x1 + 3x2 ≤ 18,4x1 + 2x2 ≤ 16,

x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, ε}, ε, s0,0)
∗

� (∧{max ⇐ 10x1 + 6x2, x3 = 20 − 3x1 − 4x2, x4 = 18 − 3x1 − 3x2, x5 = 16−
4x1 − 2x2,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,0 ≤ x5, ε}, ε, s0,0)

(AEqu6, InEqu3,5, CONG I(2), CONG II)

At present, the program has been rewritten into its normal form with the local vari-
ables x3, x4, x5. As within the state program, the minimal constant is 16 > 0, it
is not necessary to find an initial feasible solution. All the prerequisites of rule
(BOS) are satisfied and x1 needs to be pivoted. By comparison, the statement
x5 = 16 − 4x1 − 2x2 has the minimal value of 16/4 = 4, so we pivot x1 with x5

and continue to reduce the program:

� (∧{max ⇐ 10x1 + 6x2, x3 = 20 − 3x1 − 4x2, x4 = 18 − 3x1 − 3x2,4x1 =
16 − 2x2 − x5,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,0 ≤ x5, ε}, ε, s0,0) (BOS)

� (∧{6max ⇐ 60x1 + 36x2,20x3 = 400 − 60x1 − 80x2,20x4 = 360 − 60x1−
60x2,60x1 = 240 − 30x2 − 15x5,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,0 ≤ x5, ε},
ε, s0,0) (Equ3, CONG II)

� (∧{6max ⇐ 60x1 + 36x2,20x3 = 400 − 60x1 − 80x2,20x4 = 360 − 60x1−
60x2,60x1 = 240 − 30x2 − 15x5,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,0 ≤ x5, ε}
[60x1 � 240 − 30x2 − 15x5], ε, s0,0) (ERLE)

∗
� (∧{2max ⇐ 80 + 2x2 − 5x5,4x3 = 32 − 10x2 + 3x5,4x4 = 24 − 6x2 + 3x5,4x1

= 16 − 2x2 − x5,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,0 ≤ x5, ε}, ε, s0,0)

(AEqu4,6,11, Equ3, CONG I (2), CONG II)

Since the coefficient of x2 is positive in the objective statement, rule (BOS) is utilized
again. Then x2 and x3 in the equation 4x3 = 32 − 10x2 + 3x5 are pivoted:

� (∧{2max ⇐ 80 + 2x2 − 5x5,10x2 = 32 − 4x3 + 3x5,4x4 = 24 − 6x2 + 3x5,4x1
= 16 − 2x2 − x5,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,0 ≤ x5, ε}, ε, s0,0)

(BOS)
� (∧{30max ⇐ 1200 + 30x2 − 75x5,30x2 = 96 − 12x3 + 9x5,20x4 = 120−

30x2 + 15x5,60x1 = 240 − 30x2 − 15x5,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,

0 ≤ x5, ε}, ε, s0,0) (Equ3, CONG II)
� (∧{30max ⇐ 1200 + 30x2 − 75x5,30x2 = 96 − 12x3 + 9x5,20x4 = 120−

30x2 + 15x5,60x1 = 240 − 30x2 − 15x5,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,

0 ≤ x5, ε}[30x2 � 96 − 12x3 + 9x5], ε, s0,0) (ERLE)
∗

� (∧{5max ⇐ 216 − 2x3 − 11x5,10x2 = 32 − 4x3 + 3x5,10x4 = 12 + 6x3 +
3x5,5x1 = 12 + x3 − 2x5,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,0 ≤ x5, ε}, ε, s0,0)

(AEqu4,6,11, Equ3, CONG I(2), CONG II)
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Because all the coefficients of variables are negative in the objective statement, rule
(EOS) is applied:

� (∧{5max ⇐ 216 − 2x3 − 11x5,10x2 = 32 − 4x3 + 3x5,10x4 = 12 + 6x3 +
3x5,5x1 = 12 + x3 − 2x5,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,0 ≤ x5, x3 = 0,

x5 = 0, ε}, ε, s0,0) (EOS)
∗

� (∧{5max ⇐ 216 − 2x3 − 11x5,10x2 = 32 − 4x3 + 3x5,10x4 = 12 + 6x3 + 3x5,

5x1 = 12 + x3 − 2x5,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x3,0 ≤ x4,0 ≤ x5, ε}
[x3 � 0, x5 � 0], ε, s0[(0,¬px3)/x3][(0,¬px5)/x5],0) (EAS)

� (∧{max ⇐ 43.2, x2 = 3.2, x4 = 1.2, x1 = 2.4,0 ≤ x1,0 ≤ x2,0 ≤ x4, ε}, ε,
s0[(0,¬px3)/x3][(0,¬px5)/x5],0) (AEqu1,7, Equ3, CONG I(2), CONG II)

∗
� (ε, ε, s0[(0,¬px3)/x3][(0,¬px5)/x5][(3.2,¬px2)/x2][(1.2,¬px4)/x4]

[(2.4,¬px1)/x1][(43.2,pmax)/max],0) (EAS,PAS)
→ (true, 〈s0[(0,¬px3)/x3][(0,¬px5)/x5][(3.2,¬px2)/x2][(1.2,¬px4)/x4]

[(2.4,¬px1)/x1][(43.2,pmax)/max]〉,∅,1) (TR2)

The configuration arrives at the satisfiable final configuration cf . This program
is executed over an interval with one state and its minimal model is σ = 〈({max :
43.2, x1 : 2.4, x2 : 3.2}, {pmax})〉 without considering local variable x3, x4, x5.

Example 3

cp = (∧{frame(y), x + y = 4, x − y = 2,©z = 2x +©y, skip}, ε, s0,0)
∗

� (∧{x = 4 − y, y =−2 + x,©(z− y)= 2x,©∧ (lbf(y), frame(y), ε)}, ε, s0,0)

(NEXT(1)(2), FR(2), AEqu3,4,6,13, Equ1,3, the definition of skip,CONG II)
Currently the program has been transformed into its normal form

� (∧{x = 4 − y, y =−2 + x,©(z− y)= 2x,©∧ (lbf(y), frame(y), ε)}
[x � 4 − y], ε, s0,0) (ERLE)

∗
� (∧{x = 4 − y, y = 1,©(z− y) = 2x,©∧ (lbf(y), frame(y), ε)}, ε, s0,0)

(AEqu11, Equ1,2,3, CONG I(2), CONG II)
� (∧{x = 4 − y,©(z− y) = 2x,©∧ (lbf(y), frame(y), ε)}[y � 1], ε,

s0[(1,¬py)/y],0) (EAS)
� (∧{x = 3,©(z− y) = 2x,©∧ (lbf(y), frame(y), ε)}, ε, s0[(1,¬py)/y],0)

� (∧{©(z− y) = 2x,©∧ (lbf(y), frame(y), ε)}[x � 3], ε, s0[(1,¬py)/y]
[(3,¬px)/x],0) (EAS)

� (©∧ {z− y = 6, lbf(y), frame(y), ε}, ε, s0[(1,¬py)/y][(3,¬px)/x],0)

(NEXT (2), CONG II)
→ (∧{z− y = 6, lbf(y), frame(y), ε}, 〈s0[(1,¬py)/y][(3,¬px)/x]〉, s1,1) (TR1)

Then the reduction goes on at the state s1:

� (∧{z = 6 + y, lbf(y), ε}, σ0, s1,1) (Equ1, FR(1), CONG II)
� (∧{z = 6 + y, y = 1, ε}, σ0, s1,1) (LDE2)
� (∧{z = 6 + y, ε}[y � 1], σ0, s1[(1,¬py)/y],1) (EAS)
� (∧{z = 7, ε}, σ0, s1[(1,¬py)/y],1) (CONG II)
� (ε, σ0, s1[(1,¬py)/y][(7,¬pz)/z],1) (EAS)
→ (true, σ0 · 〈s1[(1,¬py)/y][(7,¬pz)/z]〉,∅,2) (TR2)
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The minimal model of the program is σ = 〈({x : 3, y : 1},∅), ({y : 1, z : 7},∅)〉.
From these two examples, we can see that the operational semantics for linear con-
straints works well together with the basic operational semantics.

Example 4 In Yang and Duan (2008), the configuration cp = (∧{y = x + z, ε}, ε,
s0,0) cannot be reduced due to the lack of operational rules for dealing with equa-
tions. However, actually, y = x+ z is satisfiable with many solutions. Thus, our work
amend it through giving more operational rules to cover all circumstances for equa-
tions. Therefore, we can get the following reduction:

cp = (∧{y = x + z, ε}, ε, s0,0)

� (∧{y = x + z, x = 0, z = 0, ε}, ε, s0,0) (LDE1)
∗

� (∧{y = x + z, ε}[x � 0, z � 0], ε, s0[(0,¬px)/x][(0,¬pz)/z],0) (EAS)
� (∧{y = 0, ε}, ε, s0[(0,¬px)/x][(0,¬pz)/z],0) (AEqu1, CONG II)
� (ε, ε, s0[(0,¬px)/x][(0,¬pz)/z][(0,¬py)/y],0) (EAS)
→ (true, 〈s0[(0,¬px)/x][(0,¬pz)/z][(0,¬py)/y]〉, s1,1) (TR2)

Its minimal model is σ = 〈({x : 0, y : 0, z : 0},∅)〉.

We explain more about the normal form in Definition 8. Normal form is a uniform
form of programs, which enables us to deal with all the programs in a unified and
convenient way. The transformation of a program into its normal form is based on
the strong equivalent relation ≡ and only by semantic equivalence rules. However,
some programs especially containing linear constraints, cannot be rewritten into such
an equivalent form qe ∧ ε ∨ ∨h

j=1(qcj ∧ ©qfj ) in Yang and Duan (2008) merely
by semantics equivalence rules without solving constraints through transition rules
within a state. For example, max ⇐ 2x + 3y ∧ x + y ≤ 5 ∧ x − y = 1 ∧ ©(z −
y) = 3x ∧ skip cannot be reduced into an equivalent form max ⇐ c1 ∧ x = c2 ∧ y =
c3 ∧©(z − y = c ∧ ε) just by semantics equivalence rules before solving x and y

with transition rules. Nevertheless, not all the relations between two programs within
configurations in transition rules are on the basis of ≡. Thus qe ∧ ε ∨ ∨h

j=1(qcj ∧
©qfj ) cannot work as the normal form anymore and a new normal form is needed to
play the intended function. This is exactly why the normal form of MSVL programs
with linear constraints is defined as qe ∧ε∨∨h

j=1(qcj ∧qmj ∧©qfj ) in Definition 8.

6 Soundness

In this section, we will prove the soundness of the operational semantics for linear
constraints. Particularly, semantics equivalence rules are sound since all these laws
also hold in model theory, which is claimed by Theorem 6.

Theorem 6 Semantic equivalence rules in Tables 1, 2, 3 are sound.

Proof The proof proceeds by the induction on the semantic equivalence rules. It is
straightforward to see that rules (AEqu1-11, CONG I(2)) in Table 1, rules (Equ1-3)
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in Table 2, and rules (InEqu3-4, 6-8) in Table 3 hold in model theory as they are
only concerning with simple algebraic properties. The soundness of (AEqu12) and
(AEqu14) is guaranteed by the definition of the static variable, which always keeps
unchanged over the whole interval. Now we demonstrate the remainder.
(AEqu13): ©le1 op © le2 �©(le1 op le2)

©le1 op © le2 � ©(le1 op le2) ≡ �(©le1 op © le2 = ©(le1 op le2)), so
we need to prove for any k (0 ≤ k � |σ |), (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= ©le1 op © le2 =
©(le1 op le2). If k = |σ |, (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= ©le1 op © le2 = nil = ©(le1 op le2).
Otherwise, k < |σ |, then we have

(σ,0, k, |σ |) |=©le1 op © le2 =©(le1 op le2)

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |)[©le1 op © le2] = (σ,0, k, |σ |)[©(le1 op le2)]
⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |)[©le1] op (σ,0, k, |σ |)[©le2] = (σ,0, k + 1, |σ |)[le1 op le2]
⇐⇒ (σ,0, k + 1, |σ |)[le1] op (σ,0, k + 1, |σ |)[le2] = (σ,0, k + 1, |σ |)[le1 op le2]
⇐⇒ (σ,0, k + 1, |σ |)[le1 op le2] = (σ,0, k + 1, |σ |)[le1 op le2]
⇐⇒ true

(AEqu15) can be demonstrated similarly.
(Equ4): ©le1 =©le2 ≡©(le1 = le2)

Since ©le1 = ©le2 ≡ ©(le1 = le2)
def= �(©le1 = ©le2 ↔ ©(le1 = le2)), we

prove for any k (0 ≤ k � |σ |), (σ,0, k, |σ |) |=©le1 =©le2 ↔©(le1 = le2). If k =
|σ |, (σ,0, k, |σ |) |=©le1 =©le2 ↔ false ↔©(le1 = le2). Or else, k < |σ |, then we
can obtain

(σ,0, k, |σ |) |=©le1 =©le2 ⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |)[©le1] = (σ,0, k, |σ |)[©le2]
⇐⇒ (σ,0, k + 1, |σ |)[le1] = (σ,0, k + 1, |σ |)[le2]
⇐⇒ (σ,0, k + 1, |σ |) |= le1 = le2
⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |=©(le1 = le2)

(Equ5), (InEqu1-2) can be proved in a similar way.

(InEqu3): le1 ≤ le2 ≡ ∃x : (x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0)
x≡ x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0, where

le1 and le2 are state linear expressions, x is a fresh variable not appearing in le1 and
le2.

Suppose p is a state formula and le is a state linear expression. Because all the
tautologies in classical first order logic can be directly applied on the state formulas,
we have: (i) ∃x : p ≡ p, where x does not appear in p; (ii) p(le) ⊃ ∃x : p(x), where
x does not appear in p(le) and p(x) denotes some occurrences of le in p(le) are
replaced with x.

Firstly we prove ∃x : (x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0) ⊃ le1 ≤ le2.

(σ,0, k, |σ |) |= ∃x : (x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0)

⇐⇒ (σ ′,0, k, |σ ′|) |= x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0 for some σ ′ x= σ

⇐⇒ (σ ′,0, k, |σ ′|) |= x = le2 − le1 ∧ le2 − le1 ≥ 0 for some σ ′ x= σ (Theorem 1)
=⇒ (σ ′,0, k, |σ ′|) |= le2 − le1 ≥ 0 for some σ ′ x= σ

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= ∃x : (le2 − le1 ≥ 0)

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= le2 − le1 ≥ 0(∃x : p ≡ p and x does not appear in le1 and le2)

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= le1 ≤ le2
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Then we demonstrate le1 ≤ le2 ⊃ ∃x : (x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0).

(σ,0, k, |σ |) |= le1 ≤ le2
⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= le2 − le1 ≥ 0
⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= le2 − le1 = le2 − le1 ∧ le2 − le1 ≥ 0 (le = le ≡ true)

=⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= ∃x : (x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0) (p(le)⊃ ∃x : p(x))

Thus, we attain le1 ≤ le2 ≡ ∃x : (x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0) and further can acquire

le1 ≤ le2 ≡ ∃x : (x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0)
x≡ x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0 by Definition 3 and

Lemma 1. �

Lemma 3 We assume that p(le1) is a program with a state linear expression le1
and le0 is a state linear expression and admissible for le1. Then we have le1 = le0 ⊃
p(le1)≡ p(le1)[le1 � le0].
Proof Suppose that (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= le1 = le0. We should demonstrate for any r (k ≤
r � |σ |), (σ,0, r, |σ |) |= p(le1)↔ p(le1)[le1 � le0]. If r > k, le1 = le0 is not satisfi-
able and the conclusion vacuously holds. Then we prove this lemma when r = k. In
accordance to Theorem 5, any MSVL program with linear constraints can be rewrit-
ten into its normal form. Without loss of generality, we presume that the normal form
of p(le1) is pc ∧pm ∧©pf . For other cases, the proof is similar. We discuss it in the
following circumstances:
(1) If pc contains le1, i.e. pc(le1), by Theorem 1 and due to the fact that pc is a state
program, we have pc(le1) ↔ pc(le1)[le1 ← le0] ↔ pc(le1)[le1 � le0]. Thus,

(σ,0, k, |σ |) |= p(le1)

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= pc(le1)∧ pm ∧©pf

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= pc(le1) and (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= pm ∧©pf

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= pc(le1)[le1 � le0] and (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= pm ∧©pf

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= pc(le1)[le1 � le0] ∧ pm ∧©pf

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= p(le1)[le1 � le0]
(2) If pm contains le1, suppose pm ≡©le = ls, where ls is a state linear expression.

(a) If le1 is involved in ©le, since there are no state occurrences of le1 in pm,
pm(le1)[le1 � le0] ≡ pm(le1), further leading to p(le1) ≡ p(le1)[le1 � le0].

(b) Otherwise le1 is involved in ls, obviously ls(le1) = ls(le1)[le1 � le0], so we
have:

(σ,0, k, |σ |) |= p(le1)

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= pc ∧©le = ls(le1)∧©pf

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= pc ∧©pf and (σ,0, k, |σ |)[©le] = (σ,0, k, |σ |)[ls(le1)]
⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= pc ∧©pf and (σ,0, k, |σ |)[©le]

= (σ,0, k, |σ |)[ls(le1)[le1 � le0]]
⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= pc ∧©le = ls(le1)[le1 � le0] ∧©pf

⇐⇒ (σ,0, k, |σ |) |= p(le1)[le1 � le0]
(3) Or else, ©pf contains le1, as state occurrences of le1 do not appear in ©pf ,
©pf (le1)[le1 � le0] ≡ ©pf (le1). Therefore, we still have p(le1) ≡ p(le1)[le1 �
le0]. �
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Table 12 Correspondence between the notations in Simplex algorithm and transition rules

Simplex algorithm Transition rules

(N,B,A,b, c, v) max ⇐ le ∧∧m
k=1 ak

r xr = ck +
∑n

j=1, �=r ak
j
xj ≡

max ⇐ le ∧ Eq ≡ ObEq (1 ≤ r ≤ n,ak
r > 0)

N : a set of indices of the nonbasic variables Rvar(ObEq): a set of variables in the right side

B: a set of indices of the basic variables Lvar(ObEq): a set of variables in the left side

A= (aij ): a m× s matrix of the negatives of
the coefficients in constraints

ai
j

: the coefficient of xj in the ith equations in Eq

b = (bi ): a m-dimensional vector of con-
stants in constraints

ci : the constant in the ith equations in Eq

c = (cj ) and v: a s-dimensional vector of co-
efficients and the constant respectively in the
objective expression

le

x0 guide

As we explained earlier, transition rules within a state are furnished not only for
solving linear constraints but also for capturing the minimal interpretation on propo-
sitions. Thus, for the soundness of transition rules, we need to prove that on the one
hand transition rules indeed play the intended functions and correctly solve linear
constraints, as well as on the other hand, they accord with the minimal model seman-
tics. In particular, the correctness of transition rules for solving linear optimization
problems is declared by Lemma 4.

Lemma 4 Transition rules within a state can solve linear optimization problems
correctly.

Proof (EAS), (ERLE), (BIF), (EIF), (BOS) and (EOS) are used for solving linear
optimization problems. Since these transition rules are formalized on the basis of
Simplex algorithm presented in Table 16 from Cormen et al. (2005), we demonstrate
that they indeed correctly implements Simplex algorithm, where all the variables
are supposed to have their non-negativity constraints. Firstly we illustrate notations
in Simplex algorithm and their corresponding symbols in transition rules for ease
of understanding. We assume that readers are familiar with Simplex algorithm and
related terminologies.

The correspondence is shown in Table 12. Especially, we represent the whole
(N,B,A,b, c, v) as ObEq in MSVL with linear constraints. The basic variables ap-
pear in the left side of ObEq while the non-basic variable occur in the right side
of ObEq and |N | = s, |B| = m, N ∪ B = {1, . . . , s + m = n}, N ∩ B = ∅. Since
aij denotes the negative of the coefficient of a variable whereas in our transition
rules ai

j stands for the coefficient, the occurrences of aij in SIMPLEX should be re-

placed by −ai
j in corresponding transition rules. For example, aie > 0 is modified to

ai
e < 0 and bi

aij
is changed to ci

−ai
j

etc. The procedure PIVOT(N,B,A,b, c, v, l, e)

in SIMPLEX mainly concerns pivoting and replacing, which are achieved by two
rules in operational semantics. It pivots the basic variable xl with the non-basic
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variable xe in (N,B,A,b, c, v) by transforming xl = bi − ∑s
j=1,�=l,e alj xj − alexe

to alexe = bi − ∑s
j=1,�=l,e alj xj − xl ≡ xe = b′i −

∑s
j=1,�=l,e a′lj xj − alxl and re-

places xe with b′i −
∑s

j=1,�=l,e a′lj xj − alxl in other constraints. For no loss of pre-
cision, in our transition rules we keep the coefficients of basic variables, such as
ak
e xe = ck +∑n

j=1,�=l,e ak
j xj + ak

l xl . In Simplex algorithm, (A,b, c) is equivalent to
(N,B,A,b, c, v) without thinking over basic variables.

For SIMPLEX, we prove that transition rules in operational semantics exactly spec-
ify the corresponding steps. Line 1 obtains an initial feasible solution or reports
ObEq is infeasible and rewrites (A,b, c) to (N,B,A,b, c, v). Since the procedure
INITIALIZE-SIMPLEX reuses lines 2–8 in SIMPLEX, we demonstrate it later.

Lines 2–8 equivalently transform ObEq in order to make it closer to the optimal
solution or return ObEq is unbounded, which are realized by (BOS) and (ERLE). In
(BOS), the premise ‘there exists a variable xh ∈ Rvar(max ⇐ le) whose coefficient
is positive’ corresponds to the condition ‘some index j ∈ N has cj > 0’ in line 2;
‘let xh be such a variable with the least index (1 ≤ h ≤ n)’ homologizes ‘choose the
minimal index e ∈ N for which ce > 0’ line 3; ‘all the ck ≥ 0’ is implied by line 1.
Lines 4–8 check each constraint and determine whether the coefficient aie of xe is
greater than 0; if so, bi

aie
is computed as well as the variable xl which is in the equation

having the minimal bi

aie
is selected and pivoted with xe; otherwise, ‘unbounded’ is

reported. Within (BOS), ‘if there exist some coefficients ah < 0 in the right side of
Eq’ is corresponding to lines 4–5; ‘let l be the minimal lth equation which has the
minimal value of −ck

ak
h

’ homologizes line 6; corresponding to the pivoting function

of PIVOT in line 8, the basic variable xr in the lth equation is pivoted with the non-
basic variable xh and −al

hxh = cl +∑n
j=1,�=h,r al

j xj −al
rxr is acquired. Subsequently

(ERLE) is employed to replace −al
hxh with cl +∑n

j=1,�=h,r al
j xj − al

rxr in ObEq to
make Rvar(ObEq)∩ Lvar(ObEq)= ∅ and an equivalent linear constraint program is
obtained, which corresponds to the replacing function of line 8. Still in (BOS), the
configuration arrives at (unbounded, σi−1, si , i) in correspondence with line 7. Thus,
we can see that (BOS) and (ERLE) correctly enforce the operation of lines 2–8.

When line 9 is reached, it implies all the coefficients in the objective expression
are negative and ObEq has an optimal solution. Lines 9–11 get an optimal solution
through assigning 0 to the nonbasic variables and bi to the basic variables, which are
carried out by (EOS) and (EAS). Within (EOS), the precondition ‘there is no variable
xh ∈ Rvar(max ⇐ le) whose coefficient is positive’ indicates line 9 is arrived at and
then all the variables xa1, . . . , xaz in the right side are set to 0. Further by (EAS),
the variables in the left side are evaluated into ci and an optimal solution is attained.
Hence, (EOS) and (EAS) exactly implement lines 9–11.

The procedure INITIALIZE-SIMPLEX is accomplished by (BIF), (EIF), (BOS) and
(EAS). If the minimal constant bk is greater than or equal to 0, lines 1–2 rewrite
(A,b, c) into (N,B,A,b, c,0) and return to the SIMPLEX procedure, which hints at
present all the constants in Eq are non-negative. In the operational semantics, during
the transformation to normal form, we have reduced (A,b, c) into ObEq by (InEqu5).
If all the ck ≥ 0, (BOS) is used, whose correctness has been proved.

Lines 3–7 convert ObEq into a new linear constraint program by adding x0 to each
constraint, setting the objective expression −x0 and pivoting x0 with a certain vari-
able xl , which are realized by (BIF) and (ERLE). Within (BIF), guide homologous
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to x0, is added to the right side of each equation
∧m

k=1{ak
r xr = ck +∑n

j=1,�=r ak
j xj +

guide} in correspondence with line 3; max ⇐ −guide is mixed to programs corre-
sponding to line 4; the prerequisite ‘Let l be the lth equation which has the minimal
value of ck (1 ≤ l, k ≤ m) in Eq’ homologizes l ← s + k in line 5; (N,B,A,b, c, v)

has been obtained by semantic equivalence rules, which corresponds to line 6. Then
still by (BIF), in the lth equation al

rxr = cl + ∑n
j=1,�=r al

j xj + guide is transformed

into guide =−cl + ∑n
j=1,�=r −al

j xj + al
rxr by pivoting guide and xr and further by

(ERLE), guide is replaced with −cl + ∑n
j=1,�=r −al

j xj + al
rxr in other equations,

together resulting in a new linear constraint program. This is exactly what line 7
does.

Line 8 iterates the loop in lines 2–8 of SIMPLEX, which has been proved to be
correct above. After line 8, it is implied that there is no variable xh ∈ Rvar(max ⇐ le)
whose coefficient is positive. Lines 9–11 examine whether the current optimal value
is equal to 0; if it is, x0 is removed from ObEq and the original objective expression
is reassigned to the objective function; or else, the procedure reports ‘infeasible’.
This is completed by rule (EIF). In (EIF), the premises are in correspondence with
the implied condition after line 8; ‘if the constant in le within ObEq is equal to 0’
corresponds to the boolean condition in line 9 as other variables will be set to 0, then
leading to both the optimal value and x0 equal to 0; guide is assigned to 0, which plays
the same role as eliminating x0 from programs, and max ⇐ le′ implement line 10.
Otherwise, the configuration reaches (false, σi−1, si , i), which homologize line 11.
Hence, (EIF) correctly carries out lines 9–11.

Therefore, transition rules within a state can solve linear optimization problems
correctly. �

Theorem 7 tells us that transition rules within a state are sound from both two
aspects: correct functions and accordance with the minimal model semantics.

Theorem 7 Transition rules within a state in Tables 4–11 are sound.

Proof The proof conducts by the induction on the transition rules.
Rule (LBF): Since there are no state programs le1 = (≤,≥) le2 or c ∗ x ⇐ le

which contain x in programs, x cannot be evaluated into a constant at the current state
si and thus lbf(x) cannot be absorbed by (ASS). According to Theorem 4, lbf(x) ≡
px ∨ x = -©x. It is obvious x = -©x is selected by the minimal model semantics, so
(LBF) is sound.

Rule (PAS): As there are no state programs lbf(x) in programs, x ⇐ c cannot be
absorbed by (ASS ⇐). By Lemma 3, we have lcp(x)∧ x ⇐ c ≡ lcp(x)[x � c] ∧ x =
c ∧ px . Further, x = c ∧ px is chosen according to the minimal model semantics and
transferred from the program to the state. Thus, (PAS) is sound.

Rule (EAS): Similarly as (PAS), x = c cannot be absorbed by (ASS =). In ac-
cordance with Lemma 3, we can acquire lcp(x) ∧ x = c ≡ lcp(x)[x � c] ∧ x = c.
Moreover, by Theorem 4 and the minimal model semantics, we can obtain x =
c ≡ (px ∧ x = c) ∨ (¬px ∧ x = c) ≡m ¬px ∧ x = c, which is further shift to the
state. Therefore, (EAS) is sound.
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According to their definitions, we can clearly see that in rules (PRLE, ERLE,
LDE1, BIF, EIF, BOS, EOS, ITO, RNN), during the transition, the interpretation on
propositions of the state is not changed. Thus, obviously these rules vacuously tally
with the minimal model semantics. Then we only demonstrate they are correct in
playing the desired functions.

Rule (PRLE): le is a state linear expression, so we have lcp(x) ∧ c ∗ x ⇐ le ≡
lcp(x)[c ∗ x � le] ∧ c ∗ x ⇐ le by Lemma 3, which guarantees (PRLE) is sound.

Rule (ERLE): It can be proved in a similar way like (PRLE).
Rule (LDE1): Because there are no state programs lbf(x), le1 = (≤,≥) le2 and c∗

x ⇐ le which contain x in programs, the value of x at the current state is determined
only by Eq. Moreover, Lvar(Eq) ∩ Rvar(Eq) = ∅ and x ∈ Rvar(Eq), thus Eq is
linearly dependent, leading to the dependence of values of variables in the left side
on the value of x. Therefore, any arbitrary value in the domain R can be assigned
to x. It is apparent x = 0 is satisfiable. Hence, (LDE1) is sound.

Rule (LDE2): Like (LDE1), the premises indicate values of variables in the left
side rely on that of x. Since x has not been calculated into a constant and lbf(x) in the
program cannot be absorbed, lbf(x) is reduced to x = -©x with -©x = c by Theorem 4
and the minimal model semantics, which ensures the soundness of (LDE2).

For Rules (BIF), (EIF), (BOS), (EOS), their soundness is guaranteed by their
correct implementation corresponding to Simplex algorithm, which has been demon-
strated in Lemma 4.

Rule (ITO): The preconditions imply the problem dealt with presently is about
inequalities. 0 ≤ y enables the solution of Eq with non-negativity constraints to be
identical with that of max ⇐−y ∧ ∧m

k=1{ak
r xr = ck + ∑n

j=1,�=r ak
j xj + y} without

considering max and y. This is in respect that under 0 ≤ y both the optimal value of
max and y are equal to 0, which does not affect the values of other variables. Hence
(ITO) correctly transforms an inequality problem into an optimization problem with
the same solution.

Rule (RNN): We assume in ObEq only xh is not imposed by a non-negativity
constraint. As the domain of xh is R and any rational number in R is equal to the
difference of two non-negative rational number in R, i.e. there exist two variables
xb1, xb2, xh = xb1 − xb2 and 0 ≤ xb1,0 ≤ xb2. Furthermore, by Lemma 3, we have
ObEq ≡ ObEq(xh � xb1 − xb2). Thus, under 0 ≤ xb1,0 ≤ xb2 and xh = xb1 − xb2,
all the variables in ObEq(xh � xb1 − xb2) have their non-negativity constraints and
the solution of ObEq equal that of ObEq(xh � xb1 − xb2) without thinking over xb1
and xb2, which claims (RNN) is sound. �

By Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 semantics equivalence rules and transition rules
within a state are guaranteed to be sound respectively, which together ensures the
soundness of the operational semantics for linear constraints.

7 Application

In this section, we outline how to use MSVL with linear constraints in practice. As an
example, consider a production scheduling problem: a factory plans to produce two
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Table 13 Time of devices
required for per ton Production

(hours / ton)
Device1 Device2 Device3

A 3 3 4

B 4 3 2

Table 14 Profits varying with
quarters Production

(104 dollars / ton)
Spri. / Aut. Sum. Win.

A 6 10 4

B 7 6 4

Table 15 Using time of devices
per day in different quarters Working hours

(hours / day)
Spri. / Aut. Sum. Win.

Device 1 12 20 10

Device 2 10 18 10

Device 3 8 16 12

kinds of goods, say A and B in one year. Both of the goods are processed through
three devices, which are required to operate for different time for per ton as shown
in Table 13. Affected by some environmental factors like humidity, temperature etc,
the devices work for distinct continuous time duration in each day varying with quar-
ters, which is presented in Table 15. The factory keeps manufacturing for 60 days in
a quarter. Meanwhile, to maintain the life-span of the devices, the three devices are
restricted to be utilized no longer than 3000, 2520, 2190 hours in one year respec-
tively. As the demand in the market varies with quarters, the profits of production A

and B are different. The details are depicted in Table 14. Moreover, there are some
other costs such as maintenance charge for devices etc, which are distinct among
the four seasons. Suppose that the costs can be calculated beforehand and one way
to make the total profits higher is to first satisfy the production requirement of the
quarter in which the cost is lower. Therefore, it is requested that the scheduling is
arranged in accordance with the descending order of the costs, by which the quar-
ters successively are summer, spring, autumn and winter. Subject to such constraints,
how to schedule the productions of A and B in different quarters to gain more prof-
its?
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Fig. 4 The minimal model of the production scheduling problem

Let x1 and x2 respectively denote numbers of productions of A and B in each day.
Then this problem can be modeled as follows:

p
def= frame(x1, x2,max)∧ (

(max ⇐ 10x1 + 6x2 ∧ 3x1 + 4x2 ≤ 20 ∧ 3x1 + 3x2 ≤ 18 ∧ 4x1 + 2x2 ≤
16 ∧ x1 ≥ 0 ∧ x2 ≥ 0 ∧ skip;
max ⇐ 6x1 + 7x2 ∧ 3x1 + 4x2 ≤ 12 ∧ 3x1 + 3x2 ≤ 10 ∧ 4x1 + 2x2 ≤ 8∧
x1 ≥ 0 ∧ x2 ≥ 0 ∧ skip;
skip;
max ⇐ 4x1 + 4x2 ∧ 3x1 + 4x2 ≤ 10 ∧ 3x1 + 3x2 ≤ 10 ∧ 4x1 + 2x2 ≤ 12∧
x1 ≥ 0 ∧ x2 ≥ 0 ∧ ε)

∧
(60 ∗ 3(x1 +©x1 +©2x1 +©3x1)+ 60 ∗ 4(x2 +©x2 +©2x2 +©3x2)

≤ 3000 ∧
60 ∗ 3(x1 +©x1 +©2x1 +©3x1)+ 60 ∗ 3(x2 +©x2 +©2x2 +©3x2)

≤ 2520 ∧
60 ∗ 4(x1 +©x1 +©2x1 +©3x1)+ 60 ∗ 2(x2 +©x2 +©2x2 +©3x2)

≤ 2190) )

The required descending order is a time-dependent constraint which are formal-
ized by a sequential statement with three chops (; ) specifying cases of summer,
spring, autumn and winter respectively. With this sequential statement, each sub-
program max ⇐ le1 ∧ 3x1 + 4x2 ≤ c1 ∧ 3x1 + 3x2 ≤ c2 ∧ 4x1 + 2x2 ≤ c3 ∧ x1 ≥
0 ∧ x2 ≥ 0, concerns how to gain the maximum profit in each day during a season
under some constraints. As a time-independent constraint, it is modeled as the con-
junction with skip or ε at one state. Since the production scheduling in autumn is the
same as that in spring, for succinct writing, we can only use a singleton skip to repre-
sent the situation for autumn owing to the framing technique. The final conjunction
statement signifies the total time of the three devices used in one year, which is time-
dependent and characterized by ©. Corresponding to four seasons by the requested
order, x1,©x1,©2x1 and ©3x1 indicate production of A in summer, spring, autumn
and winter severally, which are solved within four different states over an interval.

Further the program needs to be executed by the operational rules. Due to the
limited space, we omit the details of the reduction and only give the result in Fig. 4
with the minimal model, which is a satisfiable scheduling.
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8 Conclusion

This paper investigated specifying and solving linear time-dependent constraints with
an interval temporal logic language MSVL, which implies linear time-independent
constraints can also be described. Due to the fact that MSVL only has simple as-
signment statements and is lack of constructs to express constraints, firstly linear
constraint statements are defined. Further, time-independent and time-dependent rela-
tions are formulated with state and temporal formulas respectively. Thus, linear con-
straints can be formalized within MSVL. Moreover, based on the basic operational
semantics in Yang and Duan (2008), the operational semantics for linear constraints is
given, which consists of semantic equivalence rules and transition rules within a state.
Besides, we demonstrate the operational semantics for linear constraints is sound. As
the constraints are solved along with the execution of a program, we are convinced
that the syntax of linear constraints and the operational semantics in this paper can
be efficiently and effectively implemented. Actually, an interpreter for MSVL with
linear constraints is under development.

Our work in this paper elegantly and smoothly merges linear constraints with tem-
poral logic and imperative programming in a unified language MSVL. It is just an
outset, where only linear equality and non-strict inequalities are involved. In the fu-
ture, we will investigate linear strict inequalities (< and >) and disequality ( �=) as
well as non-linear constraints in MSVL for more expressivity. Furthermore, we will
apply our method to much larger applications for practicality. In addition, we will ex-
plore techniques combining our approach with Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT)
(Barrett et al. 2008, 2010) to do constraint solving and verification.

Acknowledgements We appreciate the anonymous reviewers about their valuable comments and sug-
gestions. We believe their meritorious advice will serve us well throughout our career.

Appendix

The proof of Lemma 2

Proof In Yang and Duan (2008), it has been proved that by using semantic equiva-
lence rules in Figs. 6 and 7, any MSVL program q without linear constraints can be
rewritten into an equivalent program q ′′ in the form of

q ′′ ≡
k∨

i=1

(qei ∧ ε)∨
h∨

j=1

(qcj ∧©qfj )

such that q ≡ q ′′, where k + h ≥ 1, qfj is a general program in MSVL whereas qei

and qcj are true or all state formulas of the form: (x1 = c1)∧ · · · ∧ (xl = cl)∧ ṗx1 ∧
· · · ∧ ṗxl

with cr ∈ D (1 ≤ r ≤ l) and ṗx denoting px or ¬px . Obviously, this form
is a special instance of the normal form defined in Definition 8 with qmj ≡ true. Let
q ′ be q ′′. Thus, the conclusion holds. �
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(A1) (c, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ c (A2) (x, σi−1, si , i) ⇓
∏

1(si (x))

(A3) ( -©n©mx,σi−1, si , i) ⇓
∏

1(si−(n−m)(x)), if 1 ≤ n−m ≤ i

(A4) (©m -©nx,σi−1, si , i) ⇓
∏

1(si−(n−m)(x)), if 1 ≤ n−m ≤ i

(A5)
(e0, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ n0, (e1, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ n1

(e0 op e1, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ n
, where n= n0 op n1

(B1) (true, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ true (B2) (false, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ false

(B3)
(e0, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ n0, (e1, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ n1

(e0 = e1, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ t
t =

{
true if n0 = n1
false otherwise

(B4)
(e0, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ n0, (e1, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ n1

(e0 < e1, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ t
t =

{
true if n0 < n1
false otherwise

(B5)
(b, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ true

(¬b,σi−1, si , i) ⇓ false

(b, σi−1, si , i)⇓ false

(¬b,σi−1, si , i) ⇓ true

(B6)
(b0, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ t0, (b1, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ t1

(b0 ∧ b1, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ t
t =

{
true if t0 = true and t1 = true
false otherwise

Fig. 5 Evaluation rules of arithmetic and boolean expressions

The proof of Theorem 5

Proof If q is an MSVL program without linear constraints, we can rewrite it into its
normal form according to Lemma 2 by semantic equivalence rules in Figures 6 and 7.
Then we only need to prove that for any linear constraint statement, it can be reduced
into its normal form. The proof proceeds on the structure of the statements:
(a) If q is linear equality statement le1 = le2, we have

le1 = le2 ≡ le1 = le2 ∧ true
≡ le1 = le2 ∧ (ε ∨©true) (true ≡ ε ∨©true)

≡ le1 = le2 ∧ ε ∨ le1 = le2 ∧©true (a1)

In light of the definition of linear expressions, we discuss it in two cases:
(i) If either of le1 and le2 contains the temporal operator ©, le1 = le2 ∧ ε ≡ false.

Note that at the current state, the linear expression with -© can be evaluated into a
constant by evaluation rules, so we treat such linear expression as a constant. By rules
(Equ1, 2, 4) in Table 2 and (AEqu13) in Table 1, we can transpose all the temporal
linear expressions to the left side with the next operator outmost and all the state
linear expressions to the right side. After that, le1 = le2 is rewritten into ©le′1 = le′2,
where le′1 is a general linear expression while le′2 is a state linear expression. Thus,
its normal form is

(a1) ≡©le′1 = le′2 ∧©true (AEqu13 in Table 1, Equ1, 2, 4 in Table 2)

where the present component qcj is true.
(ii) Otherwise, neither of le1 and le2 contains the temporal operator. By (Equ1, 2)

in Table 2 and laws in Table 1, le1 = le2 can be rewritten into x = le′ by transposing
all the expressions except variable x into the right side, so we obtain the normal form:

(a1) ≡ x = le′ ∧ ε ∨ x = le′ ∧©true (Table 1, Equ1, 2 in Table 2)
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(ASS) (ASS =) lbf(x)∧ x = e ≡ x ⇐ e where (e, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ c and -©x �= c.
(ASS ⇐) lbf(x)∧ x ⇐ e ≡ x ⇐ e where (e, σi−1, si , i) ⇓ c

(NEXT) (1) ©p ≡©p ∧ more (2) ©p ∧©q ≡©(p ∧ q)

(ALW) (1) �p ∧ ε ≡ p ∧ ε (2) �p ∧ more ≡ p ∧©�p

(CHOP) (1) (w ∧ p);q ≡w ∧ (p;q) (2) ©p;q ≡©(p;q) (3) ε;q ≡ q

(IF) if b then p else q ≡ (b ∧ p)∨ (¬b ∧ q)

(WHILE) while b do p ≡ if b then (p ∧ more;while b do p) else ε

(PAR) p || q ≡ ((p; true)∧ q)∨ ((q; true)∧ p)

(FR) (1) frame(x)∧ ε ≡ ε (2) frame(x)∧ more ≡©(lbf(x)∧ frame(x))

(PRJ) (1) (p1, . . . , pm)prj ε ≡ p1; . . . ;pm (2) ε prjq ≡ q

(3) (p1, . . . , pi−1,w ∧ ε,pi+1, . . . , pm)prjq
≡ (p1, . . . , pi−1,w ∧ pi+1, . . . , pm)prjq

(4) (w ∧ p1,p2, . . . , pm)prjq ≡ w ∧ (p1, . . . , pm)prjq
(5) (p1, . . . , pm)prj (w ∧ q)≡w ∧ (p1, . . . , pm)prjq
(6) (©p1, . . . , pm)prj © q ≡©(p1;(p2, . . . , pm)prjq)

(7) (p1, . . . , pl ∨ p′
l
, . . . , pm) prj q

≡ (p1, . . . , pl, . . . , pm) prj q ∨ (p1, . . . , p′
l
, . . . , pm) prj q

(8) (p1, . . . , pm) prj (q1 ∨ q2) ≡ (p1, . . . , pm) prj q1 ∨ (p1, . . . , pm) prj q2

(LOC) ∃x : p(x)
y≡ p(y) if p(y) is a renamed formula of ∃x : p(x)

(CONG I) (1)
q ≡ q ′

prog ≡ prog[q ← q ′]
Fig. 6 Semantic equivalence rules

(F1) ∧{false,p} ≡ false (F2) ∨{false,p} ≡ p (F3) ∧{p,¬p} ≡ false
(T1) ∧{true,p} ≡ p (T2) ∨{true,p} ≡ true (T3) ∨{p,¬p} ≡ true

Fig. 7 Semantic equivalence rules of truth values

(b) If q is c ∗ x ⇐ le, it can be reduced similarly as case (a).
(c) If q is LTET inequality statement le1 ≤ le2, we have the following:

(i) If neither le1 nor le2 involves any temporal operators

le1 ≤ le2 ≡ ∃x : x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0 (InEqu5 in Table 3)
x≡ x = le2 − le1 ∧ x ≥ 0 (InEqu5 in Table 3)
≡ x = le2 − le1 ∧ 0 ≤ x ∧ (ε ∨©true) (InEqu3 in Table 3, Fig. 7)

≡ x = le2 − le1 ∧ 0 ≤ x ∧ ε ∨ x = le2 − le1 ∧ 0 ≤ x ∧©true

Therefore, le1 ≤ le2 has already in its normal form.
(ii) Otherwise, by using (InEqu1, 6, AEqu13), we transpose all the temporal linear

expressions to the left side with the next operator outmost and all the state linear
expressions to the right side. Then le1 ≤ le2 is reduced into ©le′1 ≤ le′2, where le′1 is
a general linear expression while le′2 is a state linear expression. Further,

le1 ≤ le2 ≡©le′1 ≤ le′2 ∧©true (Figure 7, Table 1, InEqu1, 6 in Table 3)

Other composite statements can be transformed into their normal forms by first
expanding their definitions and then their reductions come down to the basic cases
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(TR1) (©p,σi−1, si , i) → (p,σi−1 · 〈si〉, si+1, i + 1)

(TR2) (ε, σi−1, si , i) → (true, σi ,∅, i + 1)

(Non-Or)
(pk, σi−1, si , i)

∗→ (q, σj−1, sj , j)

(p1 ∨ p2, σi−1, si , i)
∗→ (q, σj−1, sj , j)

(1 ≤ k ≤ 2,0 ≤ i ≤ j)

(CONG II)
prog ≡ prog′

(prog, σi−1, si , i) � (prog′, σi−1, si , i)

Fig. 8 Interval transition rules and transition rules within a state

Table 16 Simplex algorithm

SIMPLEX(A,b, c)

1 (N,B,A,b, c, v)← INITIALIZE-SIMPLEX (A,b, c)

2 while some index j ∈ N has cj > 0

3 do choose an index e ∈ N for which ce > 0

4 for each index i ∈ B

5 do if aie > 0 then !i ← bi
aie

else !i ←∞
6 choose the minimal index l ∈ B that minimizes !i

7 if !l =∞ then return “unbounded”

8 else (N,B,A,b, c, v)←PIVOT (N,B,A,b, c, v, l, e)

9 for i ← 1 to s

10 do if i ∈ B then xi ← bi else xi ← 0

11 return (x1, . . . , xs )

INITIALIZE-SIMPLEX(A,b, c)

1 let k be the index of the minimum bi

2 if bk ≥ 0 then return ({1, . . . , s}, {s + 1, . . . , s +m},A,b, c,0)

3 form Laux by adding −x0 to the left-hand side of each equation and

4 setting the objective function to −x0

5 l ← s + k

6 let (N,B,A,b, c, v) be the resulting slack form for Laux

7 (N,B,A,b, c, v)←PIVOT (N,B,A,b, c, v, l,0)

8 iterate the while loop of lines 2–8 of SIMPLEX until an optimal solution to Laux is found

9 if the basic solution sets x0 = 0

10 then return the final slack form with x0 removed and the original objective function restored

11 else return “infeasible”

above. For example, GTET statement le1 ≥ le2 is rewritten as −le1 ≤ −le2, which
can be reduced into its normal form in case (c). �

Basic operational semantics of MSVL

The basic operational rules of MSVL in Yang and Duan (2008) are given below.
In Fig. 5, evaluation rules of arithmetic expressions are presented by rules (A1–A5)
while evaluation rules of boolean expressions are shown by rules (B1–B6). These
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rules enable us to obtain the overall value of arithmetic and boolean expressions re-
spectively after solving variables in them. Figure 6 concerns semantic equivalence
rules to normalize a program without linear constraints at a state while Fig. 7 lists
semantic equivalence rules regarding true and false. In Fig. 8, rules (TR1) and (TR2)
deal with interval transition between different states whereas (Nor-Or) and (CONG II)
handle transition within a state. Rule (TR1) claims that the current state si is appended
to the model σi−1, p requests to be executed at the next state si+1, and the number of
states increases by one. Rule (TR2) declares that si is attached to σi−1 and the final
configuration is reached. (Non-Or) tells us that we can arbitrarily select one subpro-
gram to execute when p1 ∨ p2 is encountered in programs. Rule (CONG II) charac-
terizes the replacement of prog with prog′ in configurations as long as prog ≡ prog′.

Pseudo-code of Simplex algorithm

The pseudo-code of Simplex algorithm is shown in Table 16, which is directly taken
from Chap. 29 in Cormen et al. (2005).
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